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! In!many!systems,!complex!global!patterns!can!form!and!evolve!from!the!underlying!interactions!between!large!numbers!of!simpler!entities.!This!phenomenon!is!referred!to!as!emergence.!However,! there! is!ambiguity! in! its!precise!definition.! ! In!general!emergence! is!the!existence!of!a!global!macroscopic!property,!behavior,!or!structure!that!is!formed!within!a! system! as! a! result! of! interactions! between! its! microscopic! constituent! parts1–3.! These!interactions!are!essential,! and!emergent!phenomena!cannot!be!understood! from!studying!the! microscopic! components! alone! in! isolation4.! Systems! exhibiting! emergence! typically!form! complex! global! patterns! and! maintain! ordered! structure! without! external!manipulation! or! control5.! The! largeCscale! structures! arise! out! of! the! collections! of!interacting!components!alone.!The!local!interactions!between!components!can!be!attractive!(or!more!generally!when!the!units!tend!to!become!more!similar)!or!repulsive!(i.e.!pushing!the!units’!state!further!apart)!and!are!often!nonlinear6.!The!feature!of!order!arising!without!an!external!orchestrator! is! the!quality!of!selfCorganization1,7.!Unfortunately,! the!physics!of!nonlinear! systems! driven! far! from! thermodynamic! equilibrium,! where! rich! emergent!behavior!often!forms,!is!poorly!understood8.!!
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While!defining!emergence!many!researchers!have!pointed!out!instead!the!following!necessary!features!of!a!system!in!order!for!emergence!to!occur.!The!system!is!composed!of!a! large! number! of! simple! units7,9,10.! Units! interact! with! each! other! through! sets! of! local!rules7,9,10.! Each! individual! unit! is! not! “aware”! of! the! whole! system;! it! only! receives!
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information! locally! and! can! only! function! according! to! its! interaction! rules.! Some! have!proposed!that!there!must!be!some!mechanisms!that!transcend!scales,!leading!to!nonlinear!effects! beyond! the! level! of! individual! system! components.! I! will! argue! that! these!mechanisms! that! coordinate!collections!of! components!across! spatial!and! temporal! scales!are!the!key!features!to!understanding!emergence.!
There!are!many!examples!of!emergent!phenomena!across!vastly!different!systems,!from! collections! of!molecules! to! collections! of! living! organisms.! The! order! can! be! spatial!such!as!in!the!arrangement!of!water!molecules!in!snowflakes,!or!it!can!be!temporal!such!as!in! the! flashing! of! fireflies! in! unison8.! There! are! many! examples! of! emergence! and! selfCorganization! in!biological! systems.!Colonies!of!ants!can!build!underground!structures!and!complex! networks! of! tunnels11.! Some! species! can! even! assemble! themselves! to! make!bridges!or! form!rafts! to!escape! floods.!Amoeba!can!aggregate! to! form!a!multicellular!slug,!which!can!migrate!and!function!as!a!single!organism12.!Starlings!organize!in!flocks!and!form!mesmerizing! shapes! and! patterns,! which! evolve! as! the! flock! propagates! through! the! sky!seemingly!as!one!cohesive!unit13.!
The! brain! is! another! example! of! a! system! with! emergent! phenomena.! The! brain!contains!an!astronomical!number!of!components,!individual!discrete!cells!called!neurons14!and!glial!cells.!Neurons!are!thought! to!be!the!main!computational!units! in! the!brain.!They!are! densely! connected! to! each! other! through! junctions! called! synapses,! which! couple!neurons!through!chemical!and!electrical!signals.!Collections!of!neurons!in!the!brain!are!the!substrate! for! producing! thoughts,! perceptions,! and! emotions.! The! brain! is! the! source! of!creativity!to!produce!great!works!of!art!or!calculus,!and!ultimately!selfCawareness!and!even!consciousness.! Thus! here! neurons! form! the! substrate! of! emergent! phenomena! and! their!selfCorganization!on!a!macroscopic!scale!that!leads!to!cognitive!phenomena!is!its!outcome.!!
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We! now! can! identify! specific! brain! regions! responsible! for! various! cognitive!phenomena.! Using! functional! magnetic! resonance! imaging! (fMRI),! which! measures! brain!activity!through!detecting!associated!changes!in!blood!flow,!brain!regions!can!be!correlated!with! cognitive! functions.! Historically,! much! of! our! knowledge! for! correlating! specific!anatomical! regions! to! specific! cognitive! functions! came! from! patients! with! wellCcharacterized!lesions!or!injuries.!A!notable!example!is!the!case!of!patient!H.M.!who!had!his!hippocampus!surgically!removed!as!a!treatment!for!epilepsy,!and!as!a!result!lost!the!ability!to!form!new!longCterm!memories.!Other!regions!such!as!the!visual!cortex!are!required!for!visual! perception,! and! even! a! particular! region,! the! fusiform! gyrus,! is! important! for! the!ability! to! recognize! faces15.! We! know! that! sensory! information! is! routed! and! processed!through! different! areas! in! the! brain,! and! we! form! internal! representations! of! the! world!outside! of! our! bodies.! Based! on! memories! of! previous! experiences,! our! brain! makes!predictions,!decisions,!and!coordinates!all!behaviors!necessary!for!our!survival.!
However,!we!have!no!understanding!of!the!mechanisms!for!how!a!particular!region,!or! interactive!regions,! in! the!brain!encodes! for! information!and!how!complex! information!processing!arises! from!the! interactions!between!neurons.!The! intermediate!scale!between!individual! neurons! and! cognition! is! the! spatioCtemporal! patterns! of! electrical! activity!produced!by!collections!of!interacting!neurons.!Thus!we!seem!to!have!identified!the!simple!building!blocks!for!emergence,!we!can!to!some!degree!understand!its!outcome,!however!we!do! not! understand! the!mechanisms! that! generate! it.!We! are! not! even! sure!what! types! of!mechanisms! we! are! looking! for,! and! in! to! what! types! of! domains! they! fall,! i.e.! are! they!dynamical!processes!described!by!the!physics!of!complex!systems,!or!are!they!mediated!by!biological! entities! that! somehow! integrate! the! neuronal! activity.! !Many! for! example! have!proposed!the!idea!that!the!synchronization!of!neuronal!activity!is!a!potential!mechanism!to!
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dynamically! bind! together! information;! this! is! known! as! the! correlation! hypothesis.16,17!Implementation! of! these! mechanisms! must! explain! how! the! brain! can! perform! multiple!computations! simultaneously! in! segregated! brain! regions,! and! how! this! information! gets!routed!and!bound!together!to!give!rise!to!coherent!perceptions!and!actions.!!
The!focus!of!this!dissertation!is!on!various!interactions!that!can!facilitate!emergence!of! higher! order! brain! function.! Mechanisms! that! couple! and! coordinate! collections! of!neurons! and! their! activity,! potentially! causing! interactions! across! spatial! and! temporal!scales,! can! underlie! the! powerful! computational! capabilities! that! emerge! in! the! brain.!Before! I! expand! on! these! mechanisms! I! will! discuss! the! major! building! blocks! that! are!known!to!underlie!brain!function,!and!put!them!into!context!of!their!role!in!emergence.!!
1.1(Neurons:((Relatively)(Simple(Units(that(obey(Local(Rules(From!the!perspective!of!the!ingredients!required!for!emergence,!the!simple!units!in!the!brain!are!neurons.!The!most!prominent!feature!of!neurons!relevant!for!understanding!brain! function! is! that! they! are! excitable! cells! that! can! respond! to! stimuli! with! electrical!signaling.! Individual! neurons! interact! with! each! other! through! propagation! of! these!electrical!signals,!and!obey!local!rules!to!perform!computations.!!
The!ability!to!connect!and!interact!with!other!neurons!is!achieved!through!physical!connections.!Unlike!other!cells!in!an!organism,!the!cell!bodies!of!neurons,!called!somas,!have!processes,! axons! and! dendrites,! which! physically! extend! across! distances! ranging! from!microns! to! meters! and! form! connections! to! other! neurons! at! synapses18.! Neurons! can!propagate! electrical! spikes,! called! action! potentials,! to! other! neurons! through! changes! in!their! membrane! voltage.! Action! potentials! are! caused! by! voltage! gated! ionic! channels!(predominantly! for! sodium! and! potassium! ions),! which! are! present! throughout! neuronal!
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membranes,!and!regulate!the!flow!of!currents!across!their!membrane18.!The!(presynaptic)!neuron!sends!an!action!potential!to!the!receiving!(postsynaptic)!neuron.!Once!it!is!initiated!in!the!soma,!the!voltage!spike!travels!down!the!axon!to!synapses,!where!vesicles!containing!chemical!messengers!are!released!from!the!presynaptic!neuron18.!The!chemical!messengers!are! called! neurotransmitters,! and! they! diffuse! across! the! synaptic! cleft,! the! tens! of!nanometer! gap! between! neurons,! and! bind! to! receptors! on! the! postsynaptic! terminal,!inducing! current! to! flow! into! the! dendrite! of! the! postsynaptic! neuron.! The! soma! of! the!postsynaptic!neuron!receives!current!input!through!their!dendrites,!and!if!the!voltage!at!the!soma!crosses!threshold!the!neuron!(at!the!hillock)!will!initiate!an!action!potential!to!send!to!its! synaptic! connections18.! Typically,! the! spike! appears! as! a! brief! (approximately! 1!millisecond)!depolarization!of!about!100!mV,!and!is!depicted!in!Figure!1.1.!The!amplitude,!shape,! and! duration! of! an! action! potential! are! generally! conserved! for! a! given! neuron.18!Therefore,!a! spike! is! typically! treated!as!an!all!or!none!event,!and! it! is!generally!assumed!that!information!is!encoded!in!the!series!of!action!potentials!over!time,!but!the!exact!nature!of!this!code!is!unknown!and!likely!varies.!!
In! contrast! to! synaptic! interactions,!where! a! single! neuron! interacts!with! a! single!post! synaptic! neuron,! neuromodulation! is! the! process! where! groups! of! neurons! release!chemical! modulators! that! diffuse! through! large! areas! and! influence! the! excitability! of!multiple! specific! types! of! neurons18.! Where! synaptic! coupling! between! neurons! elicits!spiking,! neuromodulation! modulates! the! ongoing! spiking! in! a! region! of! the! brain.!Neuromodulators! have! diverse! and! sometimes! multiple! roles.! For! example,!neuromodulation!with!dopamine!has!been!linked!to!motor!control,!arousal,!and!reward.19,20!Acetylcholine,! norepinephrine! and! serotonin! levels! vary! across! wake! and! sleep! states.21!Acetylcholine! has! been! implicated! in! other! functions! as! well,! such! as! having! a! role! in!
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attention.22–24! The! ability! for! neurons! to! influence! the! activity! in! large! regions! is! another!mechanism!that!may!link!patterns!of!neuronal!activity!across!spatial!and!temporal!scales.!
Through!these!mechanisms!an! individual!neuron!has! the!ability! to!receive!current!input! from!neurons!that!synapse!onto! its!dendrites,!and!based!on!that! input,!send!voltage!spikes! to! the! synapses! it! makes! onto! other! neurons.! We! have! understanding! of! the!processes!that!allow!neurons!to!interact!and!send!signals!to!each!other!at!synapses.!In!the!next!section,!I!will!focus!on!describing!the!mechanisms!that!allow!neurons!to!interact!with!each!other,!directly!linking!these!interactions!with!the!emergence!of!function!across!spatial!and!temporal!scales.!
The$Synapse:$Local$Rules$that$Couple$Neurons$$Neurons! are! able! to! influence! action! potential! firing! in! other! neurons! primarily!through! their! synaptic! contacts.! Synapses! are! junctions! that! couple! neurons,! either! in! an!excitatory!or! inhibitory!manner,!and!have!a! strength!associated!with! this! interaction.!The!rules! of! coupling! between! neurons! result! in! the! effect! that! the! presynaptic! neuron! can!either! increase! or! decrease! the! probability! of! the! postsynaptic! neuron! to! send! an! action!potential18.! The! rules! that! determine! the! coupling! interaction! depend! on! the! type! of!presynaptic!neuron,!neurotransmitters,!and!receptors!of!the!postsynaptic!neuron18.!!
The!type!of!neurotransmitters!released!at!a!synapse!varies!depending!on!the!type!of!neuron.! Excitatory! neurons,! express! excitatory! neurotransmitters! such! as! glutamate.!Inhibitory!neurons!release!inhibitory!neurotransmitters!such!as!gammaCaminobutyric!acid!(GABA)!and!glycine.!Neurotransmitters!bind!to!particular!types!of!receptors,!and!allow!ions!to!flow!into!the!postsynaptic!dendrite.!Depending!on!the!type!of!neurotransmitters!released!and!the!receptors!they!bind,!either!positive!or!negative!charged!ions!to!flow!into!or!out!of!
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the! postsynaptic! dendrite,! which! causes! either! a! depolarizing! excitatory! postsynaptic!potential! (EPSP)! or! hyperpolarizing! inhibitory! postsynaptic! potential! (IPSP)! at! the!postsynaptic! neuronal! membrane.! At! rest,! the! voltage! across! a! neuronal! membrane! is!approximately!C70!mV.!Neurons!initiate!an!action!potential!when!their!voltage!depolarizes!across! a! threshold,! typically! around! C40! mV.! Therefore,! current! that! depolarizes! the!membrane,! is! excitatory,! and! increases! the! probability! that! the! postsynaptic! neuron!will!cross! its! threshold! and! send! an! action! potential! to! its! synaptic! partners.! Hyperpolarizing!current! is! inhibitory,! and! decreases! the! probability! the! postsynaptic! neuron! will! cross!threshold!and!transmit!information!to!the!downstream!synaptic!partners18.!!
Depending! on! the! type! of! receptor! there! are! two! main! mechanisms! to! achieve!current! influx,!and!each!has!an!associated!timescale.! Ionotropic!receptors!such!as!(AMPA)!have! fast! kinetics! and! allow! ions! to! flow!due! to! a! conformational! change! in! the! receptor,!which! physically! creates! a! channel! for! ions! to! flow! across! the!membrane18.!Metabotropic!receptors,!such!as!metabotropic!glutamate!receptors!(mGluRs)!have!slower!kinetics,!and!act!through! second! messenger! biochemical! cascades18.! These! two! receptor! types! control!coupling!over!drastically!different!timescales,!potentially!providing!the!means!to!influence!communication!over!temporal!and!spatial!scales.!!
Synaptic$Plasticity:$Coupling$Between$Neurons$is$Dynamic$The!strength!of!synaptic!coupling,!or!the!size!of!the!postsynaptic!potentials!induced!by!an!action!potential!in!the!presynaptic!neuron!is!not!fixed.!In!1949,!Hebb!postulated!that!correlated! activity! between! neurons! leads! to! increased! synaptic! strength.25! Years! later! it!was!found!that!the!relative!timing!between!presynaptic!and!postsynaptic!spiking!between!pairs! of! neurons! determined! whether! synapses! were! strengthened! or! weakened26.! The!change!in!synaptic!efficacy!can!be!caused!by!several!cellular!changes,!from!the!probability!
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that!neurotransmitter!filled!vesicles!are!released!at!a!synapse!to!the!number!and!density!of!receptors!on! the!postsynaptic! terminal18.!Formation!of!new!synapses!can!also!be! induced!from!activity,!or!pruning!of!weak!synapses!is!possible!as!well18,27.!This!change!in!strength!of!the!coupling!between!neurons!is!referred!to!as!synaptic!plasticity,!and!it!is!thought!to!be!the!cellular!mechanism!underlying!learning!and!memory.!!
1.2$The$Brain(as(a(Complex(Network:(Structural(and(Functional(
Connectivity(((As! I! have! described! in! the! previous! sections,! the! brain! is! composed! of! dynamical!units! (neurons),! whose! strength! of! interactions! (synaptic! coupling)! is! irregular! and!dynamically!evolving!in!time!(plasticity).!The!human!brain!has!approximately!1011!neurons,!and!each!neuron!make!approximately!104!synapses!onto!other!neurons,!forming!a!complex!network18.! One! can! think! of! networks! as! the! first! emergent! layer! in! the! brain,! as! their!properties! cannot! be! directly! derived! form! the! properties! of! their! constituents.! Network!properties!can!be!described!both!structurally,!by!the!statistics!of!the!physical!connections,!and!also!functionally,!by!the!correlations!between!network!components!and!their!emergent!properties.!!
The! structural! network! topology! is! the! arrangement! of! physical! connections!between!neurons.!Functional!connectivity!is!based!purely!on!the!coincidence!of!firing!and!is!defined!by!statistical!correlations! in!the!activity!patterns.!Therefore,! two!neurons!that!are!not! synaptically! coupled! may! still! be! functionally! correlated! and! these! functional!relationships! can! be! transient! and! dynamic.! Network! structures,! as! I!will! describe! in! the!following!section,!determine!pattern!formation!and!the!synchronization!properties!among!the! network! components.! Functional! network! properties! are! emergent! from! the! time!evolution!of!the!activity!patterns!in!the!network!and!synchrony!or!coordination!of!patterns.!!
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$
Network$Structures$and$Pattern$Formation$The! structure! of! a! network! plays! a! crucial! role! in! determining! the! emergence! of!pattern! formation! and! complex! dynamics.! Network! structure! affects! the! propagation! of!activity!between!neurons,!and!the!resulting!spatioCtemporal!activity!patterns28,29.!Network!dynamics! can! transition! between! various! regimes! based! on! changes! in! network! topology!alone,!for!example!it!can!evolve!from!wave!propagation!to!network!wide!synchrony!due!to!varying! the! connectivity! from! purely! local! to! purely! random29.! Therefore,! the! physical!network!structure!influences!the!spatioCtemporal!patterns!of!activity.!
!To!quantify!network!structures,!it!is!useful!to!apply!concepts!from!graph!theory,!a!field! of! mathematics,! which! describes! networks! as! composed! of! nodes! and! connections!between! nodes,! called! edges.! Different! network! topologies! have! been! shown! to! be!more!effective!at!routing!and!transmitting! information.!For!example,! the!smallCworld!topology30!refers! to!networks! in!which! the!average! shortest!path! length! (number!of! edges)!between!nodes!increases!proportionally!to!the!logarithm!of!the!number!of!nodes!in!the!network.!The!small! world! connectivity! implies! that! there! is! no! singular! region! where! all! information!converges!and!could!orchestrate!the!network!activity.!Another!type!of!network!structure!is!scale! free! topology31,!where!the! fraction!of!nodes!with!k!edges! is!proportional! to!a!power!law!dependence!of!k.!Thus,!scale!free!topology!implies!the!presence!of!few!highly!connected!nodes! in! the!network!called!hubs,!which!could!result! in!an!effective!design! to!orchestrate!synchronization.!
In! the! human! brain,! we! have! understanding! of! the! gross! anatomical! regions! and!pathways,! but! the! exact! structural! connectivity! of! the! human! brain! and! that! of! other!
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mammals!remains!largely!unknown.!It!is!not!even!clear!on!what!scale!the!details!of!network!connectivity! are! most! pertinent! (i.e.! individual! neurons,! individual! layers,! individual!modalities).! The! nervous! systems! of! simpler! organisms! have! been! studied! and! the!connections! have! been! mapped! for! the! 302! neurons! in! the! roundworm! Caenorhabditis!elegans.! The! neural! network! of! the! roundworm! has! been! shown! to! be! a! smallCworld!network30.! Whether! or! not! the! connectivity! of! neuronal! networks! of! more! complex!organisms! is! also! smallCworld! is! controversial.! There! has! been! competing! evidence! in!several!in!vitro!studies!that!brain!networks!may!follow!a!scaleCfree!topology32,33.!However!it!remains! to! be! verified! which! topologies! are! actually! present! in! the! exact! anatomical!connectivity!in!vivo!of!complex!brains.!
Functional*Cell*Assemblies$$$*The! central! question! becomes:! How! are! the! large! scale! patterns! formed?! The!timescale! for! anatomical! changes! in! the!network! connectivity!due! to!plasticity! are!on! the!order!of!minutes34,!while!the!timescale!for!forming!perceptions!is!on!the!order!of!hundreds!of!milliseconds35.!Therefore!the!neural!substrates!of!representations!cannot!rely!on!purely!anatomical!connectivity!changes!in!the!network.!!The!aspects!of!the!representation!must!be!transient,!dynamic,!and!able!to!adapt!to!changing!information.!A!possible!coding!strategy!is!that!neural!dynamics!allow! for!selfCorganization!of! the!spatioCtemporally!evolving!activity!patterns!of!functional!cell!assemblies!on!an!anatomically!fixed!network.!Learning!modifies!the! physical! network! but! functional! ensembles! dynamically! arise! on! shorter! time! scales.!Donald!Hebb!was!one!of! the! first! to!propose! that! the! spatioCtemporal! activity!patterns! in!groups! of! brain! cells! form! the! representations! of! information! in! the! nervous! system25.!Growing!evidence!supports!this!theory!that!emergent!functional!neuronal!circuits!underlie!the! computational! abilities! of! the! brain36.! Recent! work! has! found! that! cortical! activity! is!
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dominated!by!coactive!groups!of!neuronal!ensembles,! and! this!has!been!shown! for!V1!an!area!of!the!visual!cortex!in!both!the!presences!and!absence!of!visual!input.36!The!members!of!these!functional!assemblies!are!flexible!and!cannot!be!accounted!for!by!the!independent!firing! properties! of! individual! neurons.36! Understanding! how! the! firing! properties! of!individual!neurons!and!collections!of!neurons!in!functional!assemblies!code!for!information!will!be!explored!in!the!following!section.!!
1.3(From(Networks(to(Emergent(Functions:(Neural(Coding((Networks! of! neurons! and,! possibly,! glia! self! organize! to! form! the! complex! spatioCtemporal! patterns! that! underlie! cognitive! functions.! Information! about! a! stimulus! is!encoded! in! the! patterns! of! action! potentials! over! time.!We! have! some! understanding! on!how!networks!of!various!cell!types!facilitate!pattern!formation!in!the!brain.!However,!what!aspects!of!this!patterning!represent!the!information!content?!Two!main!theories!on!neural!coding!dominate:!rate!coding!and!temporal!coding.!!!
Rate*Code*vs.*Temporal*code*The! activity! of! individual! neurons! and! groups! of! neurons! has! a! quantifiable!relationship! to! sensory! representations! and! behavioral! outputs.! In! rate! coding,! the!sequence! of! action! potentials! encodes! information! based! on! increases! in! the! number! of!spikes!per! time!window!or!spike!rate.!This! is!most!easily!observed! in!experiments!where!neurons!increase!their!firing!rate!in!response!to!a!salient!aspect!of!sensory!input!or!motor!outputs,!and!this!has!been!recorded!in!many!experimental!paradigms.!For!example,!single!neurons! in! the! visual! system! increase! their! firing! rates! in! response! to! specific! spatial!orientations!of!a!visual!bar,!or!the!velocity!of!a!moving!visual!grating!in!specific!regions!of!the! visual! field37.! Auditory! neurons! are! tuned! to! respond! to! particular! frequencies! of!sound38..!Place!cells!in!the!rodent!hippocampus!increase!their!firing!rate!when!the!animal!is!
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traversing! in! a! particular! spatial! location39.! Motor! neurons! control! the! movement! of!muscles!and!do!so!using!a!rate!code,!where!the!strength!at!which!the!innervated!muscle!is!flexed! depends! on! the! firing! rate! of! the!motor! neuron40.! These! examples! show! there! are!numerous! observations! to! supports! that! information! can! be! encoded! in! the! mean! firing!rates! of! neurons,! however! there! could! also! be! information! encoded! in! more! complex!statistical!features!of!the!patterns!of!action!potentials.!
In!a!temporal!coding!scheme,!on!the!other!hand,!the!coding!is!based!on!the!precise!timing! of! single! action! potentials!within! a! sequence.! Single! neurons! have! been! shown! to!temporally! encode! information! in! the! primary! visual! system! encoding! complex! visual!patterns41,42,! and! in! the! auditory! cortex! of! cats! encoding! sound! source! localization43.!Temporal! encoding! has! been! observed! across! small! ensembles! of! neurons! in! the! frontal!cortical!areas!of! the!primate!brain,!where!very!precise!patterns!on! the! timescale!of!a! few!milliseconds! were! shown! to! correlate! with! specific! behavioral! situations.44! Even! larger!assemblies!of!neurons!have!been!shown!to!have!complex!response!patterns.!For!example!in!the! olfactory! bulb! of! the! rabbit,! dynamical! patterns! of! ensembles! of! neurons! were!correlated!with!the!perception!of!different!odorants.45!These!larger!ensemble!patterns!were!obtained! through! electroencephalography! (EEG)! recordings.! The! fact! that! coordinated!activity!can!be!recorded!extracranially!implies!a!high!degree!of!synchrony!in!the!activity!of!neurons!to!produce!the!signals!observed.!Large!populations!of!neurons!must!act!together!in!time!to!generate!outputs!synchronously.!!
Our!perceptions!that!emerge!out!of!these!distributed!activity!patterns!tend!to!group!and!interpret!objects!as!related!if! they!have!similar!features!or!are!contiguous!in!space!or!time46.! In! the!Temporal!Correlation!hypothesis,! the! functional! role!of! synchrony!has!been!proposed! as! mechanism! to! bind! neuronal! activity,! and! underlie! feature! binding! and!
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perceptual! grouping16,47.! This! theory! does! not! rule! out! the! relevance! of! both! a! rate! and!temporal! coding! scheme.! The! increased! firing! rates! of! individual! neurons! can! be!dynamically!modulated!in!their!synchrony!within!different!cell!assemblies!over!time.!
We!still!do!not!understand!the!anatomical!and!physiological!constraints!that!enable!these!codes!to!propagate!through!networks!and!form!the!basis!for!computations.!However!the!exact!nature!of!patterns!of!spikes!encodes!for!information,!the!information!needs!to!be!interpreted!and!transmitted!to!downstream!synaptic!connections.!How!do!neurons!respond!to!increased!firing!rate!or!temporal!coordination?!What!is!the!biological!implementation!of!these!coding!schemes!and!how!it!propagates?!Organisms!must! interpret! information!from!these!coding!schemes.!How!do!downstream!neurons!to!which!the!population!projects,!read!and! encode! information?! One! must! be! able! to! explain! how! the! organism! could! estimate!these!input!firing!rates!from!observation!of!the!action!potential!patterns!in!real!time!of!its!own!neurons.!!
Combining*rate*and*timing:*a*role*of*Resonance?*How!neurons!respond!to!rate!or!temporal!structure!of!its!inputs!is!dependent!on!the!biophysical! properties! of! individual! neurons.! In! the! central! nervous! system,! neuronal!spiking! is! generally! not! the! result! of! a! single! synaptic! event.! A! typical! excitatory!postsynaptic!depolarization! is!on!average!0.55!mV,48!while! the!depolarization! required! to!cross! threshold! is! on! the! order! of! 10s! of!millivolts.! Therefore,!whether! a! neuron! fires! an!action!potential!reflects!a!spatiotemporal!integration!over!a!range!of!inputs.!!
! So!far!we!have!considered!neurons!as!simple!components!that!integrate!input!from!their! presynaptic! connections,! and! send! action! potentials! when! their! membrane! voltage!depolarizes! across! a! threshold.! The! spike! is! a! simple! all! or! none! and! discrete! event.!
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However,! as! I! already! mentioned! before,! individual! neurons! have! complex! dynamics!governed!by!the!specific!expressions!of! ion!channels,!and!the!integration!of! input!to!reach!threshold! can! be! complex.! Neurons! are! capable! of! more! than! a! simple! inputCoutput!relationship! of! increasing! their! firing! rate! with! stronger! stimulus! strength.! The! specific!current!and!governed!by!channels!expressed!lead!to!active!membrane!properties,!and!give!the! neurons! the! ability! to! shape! incoming! stimuli.! Therefore,! how! a! neuron! responds! to!input! depends! on! intrinsic! electroresponsive! properties! of! that! neuron,! and! will! affect!whether!a!neuron!will!depolarize!to!cross!threshold!for!a!particular!input.!!
There! are! two! types! of! intrinsic! electroresponsive! properties:! integrators! and!resonators,! shown! in! Figure! 1.2.! After! an! integrator! receives! an! input! pulse,! the! voltage!exponentially!converges!back!to!the!rest!state.!If!a!second!pulse!is!received,!the!shorter!the!distance!between!the!two!pulses!is,!the!more!likely!the!neuron!is!to!reach!threshold!and!fire!an! action! potential.! ! Therefore,! integrators! perform! temporal! integration! of! inputs! and!respond!preferentially!to!higher!frequency!input49.!!
Resonators!have!oscillating!membrane!potential,!which!gives!them!sensitivity!to!the!timing! of! input.! An! oscillator! will! resonate! or! increase! its! amplitude! when! the! driving!frequency!matches!its!intrinsic!oscillatory!frequency49.!The!ability!to!resonate!is!a!familiar!phenomenon! in! the!physical! systems!of!driven!oscillators.!The!only! required! components!are!an!oscillator!and!a!driving!input,!which!are!both!found!in!the!brain.!Neurons!can!have!subthreshold! oscillatory! membrane! pontentials50,51! ! and! can! be! driving! by! oscillatory!synaptic!input.!!
During!the!oscillation!the!distance!to!threshold!is!changing.!Therefore,!the!timing!of!an! input!pulse!relative! to! the!phase!of! the!membrane!oscillation!will!determine! if! the!cell!
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reaches! threshold!and! fires!a!spike.! !Therefore,!resonators!are!sensitive! to! the!timing!of!a!stimulus,!and!respond!to!inputs!whose!frequency!is!in!resonance!with!the!frequency!of!the!subCthreshold!membrane!oscillation49.!!Both!integrator!and!resonators!have!been!observed!in! cortical! neurons.! For! example,! some! cortical! fast! spiking! interneurons! have! resonator!properties! and! some! cortical! regular! spiking! neurons! have! integrator! properties52.!Additionally,!individual!neurons!have!been!shown!to!switch!between!types53.!
The! presence! of! subCthreshold! membrane! oscillations! is! due! to! multiple! possible!ionic! mechanisms! that! are! responsible! for! compensating! changes! in! current! flow.!Additionally,!the!frequency!of!which!neurons!can!oscillate!and!therefore!resonate!can!vary!based! on! the! voltage! across! the! membrane54,55.! ! The! mechanisms! underlying! voltage!dependent! resonance! shifts! are! not! completely! understood.! However! in! some! cell! types!they! have! been! linked! to! particular! currents54,55.! ! The! voltage! dependence! of! resonance!frequency!preference!is!a!feature!of!neurons!that!I!will!expand!on!in!Chapter!V.!There,!I!will!show!work!that!links!single!neuron!resonance!shift!properties!and!network!connectivity!to!propose!a!potential!mechanisms!to!coordinate!groups!of!neurons! in! their!spatioCtemporal!activity!patterns,!which!could!bind!populations!of!neurons!while!segmenting!them!from!the!rest!of!network!they!are!embedded!in.!!
Astrocyte*Networks:*Another*Layer*of*Network*Complexity*Another! potential! source! involved! in! coordinating! activity! of! neurons! is! through!interactions!with!another!type!of!cell!in!the!brain.!Neurons!are!outnumbered!by!glial!cells,!whose! exact! function! remains! controversial56.! Unlike! neurons,! early! experiments! on! glial!cells! found! only! passive! membrane! currents57.! This! lead! to! the! view! that! due! to! their!excitability,!neurons!are! the! computational!units!of! the!brain,!while! silent! glial! cells!were!
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thought!to!provide!primarily!structural!and!metabolic!support!for!neurons.!However,!recent!work!suggests!that!glia!may!be!active!participants!in!brain!information!processing.!!
Findings!that!glial!cells!contain!G!protein!coupled!receptors!(GPCRs)!enable!a!wide!array! of! intracellular! signaling! pathways! in! glia57.! GPCRs! are! transmembrane! protein!receptors! that! bind!molecules! outside! of! the! cell! to! activate! intracellular! cascades,!which!lead!to!a!variety!of!glial!cell!responses.!One!of!the!most!studied!downstream!effects!of!GPCR!activation!is!the!elevation!of!intracellular!calcium!(Ca2+)!concentration.!Calcium!is!involved!in! many! pathways! such! as! the! release! of! various! signaling! molecules,! a! process! called!gliotransmission57.!
Astrocytes!are!the!most!predominant!type!of!glial!cell!in!the!central!nervous!system,!and! their! morphology! allows! them! to! contact! neurons.! ! It! has! been! estimated! that! one!astrocyte! cell! can! contact! up! to! 105! synapses57,! and! they! physically! ensheathe! and!wrap!their! processes! around! the! synapses! between! neurons.! Neurotransmitters! released! from!neurons! have! been! shown! to! activate! GPCRs! in! astrocytes58.! Through! calciumCmediated!excitability,!astrocytes!can!release!signaling!molecules,!which!can!feedback!to!interact!with!neurons,!modulating!neuronal!excitability!and!synaptic!plasticity.!This!leads!to!a!new!notion!of!a!synapse,!named!the! tripartite!synapse,59!depicted! in!Figure!1.3.! !A!synapse! is!not! just!the!connection!between!a!presynaptic!and!a!postsynaptic!neuron,!but!also!interaction!with!an! astrocyte! must! be! considered! in! order! to! understand! plasticity! on! the! cellular! and!network!levels.!!!!
Not! only! do! astrocytes! interact! with! neurons! and! potential! play! crucial! roles! in!modulating! individual! synapses,! but! also! astrocytes! are! able! to! interact! with! other!astrocytes.!Astrocytes!couple! to!adjacent!astrocytes! through!direct!connections!called!gap!
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junctions,! and! form!a! cellular!network!of! glial! cells.! Small!molecules! can!diffuse!passively!through!gap!junction,!and!it!has!been!shown!that!calcium!activated!release!of!the!molecule!inositol!trisphosphate!(IP3)!is!involved!in!the!communication!between!gap!junction!coupled!astrocytes60.!Gliotransmission!from!astrocytes!not!only!interacts!with!neurons,!but!can!also!activate!GPCRs!on!other!astrocytes.!This!signaling!between!astrocyte!networks!results!in!a!complex!and!poorly!understood!set!of!interactions!between!astrocytes!themselves!and!with!neuronal! networks.!Moreover,! the! timescale! for! an! action! potential! in! a! neuron! is! on! the!order! of!milliseconds,! while! the! timescale! for! calcium! signaling! in! an! astrocyte! is! on! the!order! of! seconds.! Therefore! interactions! with! astrocyte! networks! provide! a! potential!mechanism!to!integrate!and!modulate!activity!in!large!populations!of!neurons!transcending!across!time!scales,!which!potentially!has!a!role!in!understanding!computation!in!the!brain.!
1.4(Outline$(The!following!chapters!will!expand!on!mechanisms!that!can!facilitate!the!emergence!of! networkCwide! activity! patterns! that! potentially! underlie! information! processing! in! the!brain.! First! in! Chapter! II,! I! will! describe! the! experimental! and! computational! methods!utilized!in!this!work!to!probe!the!coordination!of!spatioCtemporal!network!activity!patterns.!I!will! discuss! using! dissociated! cell! cultures! as! an! experimental! system! to! study! network!dynamics,!and!the!electrophysiological!and!imaging!techniques!that!will!be!implemented!in!the! following! chapters.! I! will! also! describe! computational! approaches! for! simulating!neurons!and!networks!in!order!to!study!emergence!of!spatioCtemporal!activity!patterns.!!
In!Chapter!III,!I!will!investigate!communication!in!networks!of!dissociated!cultured!cells!of!neurons!and!glia.!I!will!show!results!from!calciumCimaging!experiments,!where!we!study! the! coupling! in! glial! network,! specifically! between! astrocytes! a! type! of! glia,! and!quantifiy!how!perturbing!the!coupling!between!astrocytes!influences!the!astrocytic!activity!
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patterns.! To! gain! insight! into! understanding! the! emergence! of! spatiotemporal! pattern!formation! in! astrocyte! network! signaling,! we! compare! several! properties! of! the! network!patterning! with! a! simple! model! that! incorporates! the! two! mechanisms! of! astrocyte!coupling:! gap! junction! coupling! (active! coupling)! and! diffusive! coupling! of! extracellular!chemical! release! (passive! coupling).! We! showed! that! gap! junctions! and! extracellular!chemical!release!interact!in!astrocyte!networks!to!modulate!the!spatial!temporal!patterns!of!their!calcium!dynamics!and!reproduce!patterning!results!with!the!simple!model.!This!work!is!currently!prepared!for!publication.!
In!Chapter! IV,! I!will! go!on! to! study! the! interaction!between!neurons! and!glial! cell!networks! and! how! glial! networks! modulate! neuronal! dynamics! and! synchrony! over!network! development.! I! will! discuss! experiments! where! we! applied! largeCscale!pharmacological!manipulations!of!glial!networks!in!dissociated!primary!neuronal!and!glial!coCcultures! grown! on! microelectrode! arrays.! To! identify! the! effect! of! glial! networks! on!neuronal! activity,! we! quantified! changes! in! the! functional! connectivity! of! the! neuronal!network!activity!by!implementing!a!novel!clustering!algorithm!(FCA)!which!groups!neurons!with!statistically!correlated!activity!patterns.!!We!show!an!interaction!between!the!glial!and!neuronal! networks! present! in! dissociated! cultures,! and! that! glial! networks! influence! the!coordination!and!synchrony!among!populations!of!neurons.!This!work61!was!published! in!Physical!Biology!in!2010.!
Both! chapters! III! and! IV,! are! projects! where! the! interactions! that! facilitate!emergence! of! neuronal! functional! assemblies! are! provided! by! coupling! with! glial! cell!networks,!and!particularly!with!calcium!signaling! in!astrocytes.! In!chapter!V,! I! investigate!an!entirely!different!mechanism!for!coordinating!ensembles!of!neurons.!I!will!show!results!of! a! computational! model! that! shows! how! biophysical! resonance! shifts! in! individual!
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neurons! can! interact! with! the! network! topology! to! influence! pattern! formation! and!separation.!We!show!that!subCthreshold!neuronal!depolarization!can!shift!neurons!into!and!out!of!resonance!with!specific!bands!of!existing!extracellular!oscillations,!and!this!can!act!as!a!dynamic! readout!mechanism!during! information! storage!and! retrieval.!We!propose! this!resonance!shift!is!a!possible!mechanism!for!the!selective!activation!of!regions!of!a!network,!necessary!for!neuronal!information!processing.!This!work!was!submitted!for!publication!to!Nature!Scientific!Reports!and!is!currently!under!review!after!resubmitting!with!revisions.!!!
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!Figure!1.1!Schematic!of!the!voltage!over!time!for!an!action!potential.!The!action!potential!is!initiated!when!the!stimulus!depolarizes!the!resting!state!voltage!across!threshold.!Voltage!gated!ion!channels!regulate! the! flow! of! ions! across! the! membrane,! and! cause! the! further! depolarization! of! the!membrane!followed!by!a!repolarization!of!the!membrane,!hyperpolarization!refractory!period!during!which!the!neuron!cannot!initiate!another!action!potential.!!!
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Properties(! Here!I!will!discuss!methods!to!study!the!mechanisms!that!facilitate!the!formation!of!neuronal! and! glial! network! patterns.! Ultimately,! to! understand! how! the! spatiotemporal!patterns!of!activity!of!neurons!and!glia!underlie!brain!functions!such!as!memory!formation!and! retrieval,! one! would! like! to! probe! the! activity! in! a! human! as! these! functions! are!performed.! It! is! not! possible! to! record! invasively! in! humans!with! the! rare! exceptions! of!patients! undergoing! surgery! to! localize! and! remove! the! brain! tissue! responsible! for!intractable!epilepsy.!However,!the!sampling!is!sparse!and!data!is!scarce.!Electric!fields!can!be! recorded! outside! of! the! skull! through! Electroencephalography!(EEG)! recordings.!However,! the! electric! field! from! single! neurons! is! too! small! to! be! recorded! by! EEG.! The!signals!measured! are! spatially! averaged! synchronous! activity! of! thousands! or!millions! of!neurons! that! have! similar! spatial! orientation.! Techniques! such! as! functional! magnetic!resonance! imaging! (fMRI)!measure!brain!activity! through!detecting!associated!changes! in!blood! flow,! and! give! spatial! information! of! regions!with! enhanced! activity,! but!with! poor!temporal! resolution.! In! order! to! gain! information! about! the! detailed! spatioCtemporal!patterning! of! the! brain,! we! must! pick! a! model! system.! From! in! vivo! animal! models! of!various!complexities,! to! in!vitro! tissue!extracted! from!animal!brains,! to! in!silico!computer!simulation,!each!model!has!advantages!and!limitations.!!!!
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2.1(Experimental(Approach:(Dissociated(Primary(Cultures(Dissociated! cell! cultures! provide! a! reduced! experimental! model! for! studying!network! dynamics.! ! Dissociated! cultures! are! prepared! by! surgically! removing! regions! of!brain! tissue! from! sacrificed! (typically! rodent)! animal! models.! Under! carefully! controlled!conditions,! the! connections! between! neurons! are! broken! through! both! chemical! and!physical!perturbation.! !This!process!leaves!the!majority!of!cell!bodies!of!both!neurons!and!glia!in!tact.!Cells!are!plated!on!chemically!treated!and!coated!dishes,!which!allow!for!cells!to!adhere! and! grow.! Cells! are! submerged! in! nutrient! containing! media,! and! kept! in! an!incubator! under! temperature! and!pH! control.! If! cultures! are! healthy,! over! time! glial! cells!will! continue! to! multiply! and! neurons! will! regrow! their! axons! and! dendrites,! making!synapses!and!forming!networks62.!The!network!connectivity!from!the!intact!brain!tissue!is!not!preserved,!and!the!patterns!of!activity!cannot!be!linked!to!behavioral!outputs.!However,!cultures!are!an!advantageous!model!for!several!reasons.!They!retain!many!properties!of!the!in!vivo!networks!such!as!complex!patterns!of!spontaneous!activity,!cultured!networks!can!be! monitored! long! term,! and! are! amendable! for! pharmacological! intervention! and!accessible! to! both! electrophysiological! and! optical! approaches! for! reporting! neuronal!activity63,64.!!!
Recording*Network*Activity*One! of! the! biggest! limitations! in! understanding! the! spatioCtemporal! pattern!formation!of!activity!in!neuronal!networks!is!the!lack!of!techniques!available!for!measuring!simultaneous! activity! of! many! cells.! Extracellular! electrodes! measure! the! local! field!potentials!and!action!potentials,!with!subCmillisecond!temporal!resolution.!Using!algorithms!that! triangulate! to! sort! action! potentials,! one! can! resolve! single! action! potentials! in!individual!neurons.!However,!they!sample!the!network!sparsely.!Dissociated!cultures!can!be!
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grown! on! microCelectrode! arrays! (MEAs),! which! are! dishes! with! embedded! planar!electrodes!arrays!to!measure!the!local!field!potentials!at!multiple!locations!(Fig.!2.1).!MEA’s!can!provide!sub!millisecond!temporal!resolution!of!neuronal!activity!and!are!available!with!transparent!dishes!to!allow!for!imaging.!
Fluorescence! calcium! imaging! provides! an! optical! method! to! measure! activity! in!defined! cell! types! including! both! neurons! and! astrocytes.! It! utilizes! fluorescent! dye!molecules!whose! absorption! spectrums! shift! upon! binding! to! calcium! (Fig.! 2.2.).! This! ion!flows! into!the!cell!during!an!action!potential,!and!therefore!acts!as!an! indirect!measure!of!neuronal! electrical! activity.! However,! elimination! of! intracellular! calcium! is! slow! and! the!dyes! have! a! limited! dynamic! range,! resulting! in! saturation! during! sustained! activity! in!neurons.! ! Calcium! concentration! is! also! a! reporter! for! activity! in! astrocytes,! as! elevated!concentrations! of! calcium! in! the! cytosol! activate! the! release! of! signaling! molecules!extracellularly.! Calcium! imaging! can!be!performed! in! individual! cells! and! therefore! offers!excellent! spatial! resolution,! and! the! dynamics! of! astrocyte! calcium! signaling! are! on! the!order!of!seconds!and!can!be!temporally!resolved!with!calcium!indicator!kinetics.!!
2.2(Computational(Approach(Some!of!the!limitations!of!experimental!techniques!can!be!overcome!by!performing!simulations.!The!spatial! and! temporal! resolution!of!observations! is! limited!by! the! level!of!detail!within!the!model,!but!in!principle!a!simulated!network!can!provide!the!activity!with!single! action! potential! resolution! and! from! every! neuron! in! the! network.! In! addition! the!exact!connectivity!is!known!and!easily!perturbed!to!study!its!influence!on!dynamics.!!
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Neuron*Model*The!choice!of!which!neuron!model!to!implement!depends!on!the!question!one!aims!to! understand.! Biologically! realistic! models! such! as! HodgkinCHuxley! neurons!model! how!action!potentials!propagate,! incorporating!the!conductance!of!specific! ion!channels.!MultiCcompartmental! models! can! account! for! cell! morphology! and! influenced! how! currents!propagate! integrate! input.! However,! the! level! of! detail! chosen! comes! at! a! computational!cost!and!it!is!challenging!to!implement!for!large!networks.!
There!are!other!simpler!spiking!neuron!models!that!capture!prominent!features!of!biological!neurons,!while!having!greater!computational!efficiency!making!them!amendable!for!larger!network!simulations.!For!example!the!integrateCandCfire65!and!the!resonateCandCfire49! models! produce! behaviors! of! biological! neurons,! such! as! their! response! to! simple!pulses!of!dc!current!or!subCthreshold!oscillatory!dynamics.!One!can! isolate!effects!such!as!coincidence!detection!or!frequency!preference!of!input!with!the!appropriate!neuron!model!choice.!!
Network*Connectivity*Model*How! spiking! neurons! are! connected! to! each! other!will! affect! the! network! spatioCtemporal! patterns.! Watts! and! Strogatz! proposed! a! novel! graph! model! that! generates! a!family! of! toy! networks!with! small!world! connectivity.! Briefly! the! algorithm! starts!with! a!ring! lattice! with! n! vertices! and! k! edges! per! vertex,! one! rewires! each! edge! from! local!connectivity!with!random!probability!p!(Fig!2.3).!By!tuning!the!parameter!p,!the!graph!has!local! connectivity! (p=0),! to! random! connectivity! (p=1),! and! the! intermediate! region!(0<p<1).!Small!world!properties!arise!in!a!range!of!p!near!p=0.1.!!
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The! small!world!network!paradigm!offers! an! extremely!useful! tool! to! perturb! the!connectivity!in!a!network!model!from!local!to!random!with!one!parameter.!!Whether!brain!networks!in!fact!have!small!world!topology!remains!to!be!determined!(see!section!1.2a),!but!the! paradigm! from! a! modeling! standpoint! is! an! extremely! useful! approach! and! will! be!utilized!in!later!chapters.!
!!!! !
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!Figure!2.1!Microelectrode!array.!Dissociated!cultures!are!grown!in!the!dish.!60!electrodes!arranged!in!an!8x8!grid!are!in!the!center!of!the!well!with!spacing!200!μm!apart.!Contact!pads!and!tracks!are!transparent! to! allow! for! optical! imaging.! Microelectrode! arrays! and! amplifier! are! commercially!available!through!Multichannel!Systems.!(image!from:!!http://www.multichannelsystems.com/sites/multichannelsystems.com/files/styles/gridC4Cnormal/public/images/product/MEA_front.jpg?itok=ht3HhLCx).!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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!
Figure!2.2!Fluorescence!imaging!with!calcium!indicators.!Upon!binding!to!Ca2+!ions!the!absorption!spectra! of! calcium! indicators! shifts! and! there! is! an! observed! increase! in! fluorescence! than! from!unbound!indicator.!!(image!modified!from!http://www.hexec.it/tesi/img68.png)!!!!!!!! !
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Networks!of! interacting!components!are!known!to!self!organize!and!form!complex!macroscopic! processes,! which! emerge! from! local! coupling! between! individual! network!components66,67.! The! brain! is! an! example! of! a! system! with! selfCorganizing! dynamics;! it!contains!an!astronomical!number!of!neurons!and!glia!that!interact!over!multiple!spatial!and!temporal! scales.! Patterns!of! brain! activity!within! these! interacting!networks!underlie! our!thoughts! and! memories,! and! drive! behavior.! These! interactions! happen! on! multiple!temporal! and! spatial! time! scales,! are! mediated! through! different! cell! populations! and!through! various! transport!mechanisms.! The!most! researched! types! of! interactions! in! the!brain! are! those! mediated! by! neurons.! Traditionally,! glial! cells! were! thought! to! provide!primarily! structural! and!metabolic! support! for!neurons68.!However,! recent!work! suggests!that!glia!may!be!active!participants!in!brain!information!processing.!!Within!the!last!decade!it! became! clear! that! astrocytes,! a! subCpopulation! of! glial! cells,! play! an! important! role! as!modulators!of!neural!activity.!!
Astrocytes!have!been!shown!to!display!dynamic!calcium!transients! in!both! in*vitro!and! in* vivo! preparations69–71.! Astrocyte! calcium! signaling! is! involved! in! many! processes!
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including! biochemical! pathways! that! activate! the! extracellular! release! of! a! variety! of!transmitter!molecules,!which!can!interact!with!other!astrocytes!and!also!with!neurons.!For!example,!the!release!of!ATP!or!glutamate!from!a!single!astrocyte!has!been!shown!to!activate!calcium! transients! in! other! astrocytes58,72,73.! Moreover,! It! has! been! shown! that! a! single!astrocyte!can!envelope!up!to!140,000!neuronal!synapses,!putting!it!in!a!unique!position!to!control!neuronal!domains57.!These!astrocytic!processes!are!endowed!with!various!GCprotein!coupled!receptors!that,!among!others,!evoke!the!cell’s!calcium!responses56.!Thus!it!became!clear!that!there!is!a!bidirectional!communication!between!the!neurons!and!astrocytes,!and!this!notion!led!to!the!formulation!of!a!“tripartite”!synapse!concept,!in!which!astrocytes!play!a!prominent!role!in!regulating!neuronal!signaling!at!a!synapse!level74.!Therefore,!patterns!of!calcium!signaling! in!astrocytes! can!be! important! for! shaping!neuronal!network! formation!and!development.!Even!though!the!functional!effect!of!astrocytes!on!neurons!is!complex!and!poorly!understood,!it!is!clear!that!astrocytes!have!a!role!in!brain!function!that!needs!further!study.!!!
The!research!done!on! the! involvement!of!astrocytes! in!modulating! these!neuronal!processes!has!mainly!focused!on!the!single!astrocyte!level.!However,!these!local!interactions!are!embedded! in! complex!network! interactions.! !Astrocytes! couple! to!each!other! through!direct!connections!called!gap!junctions,!and!form!a!cellular!network!of!interacting!cells75.!At!the! same! time! they! secrete! and! uptake! signaling!molecules! from! the! extracellular! space.!These!molecules!can!diffuse!forming!another!class!of!signaling!pathways.!The!interaction!of!these!two!coupling!mechanisms,!diffusion!of!extracellular!chemical!signaling!and!the!direct!gap! junction! coupling,! can! lead! to! complex! spatial! temporal! patterning! of! the! network!activity!has!been!demonstrated!in!recent!work76.!!Here,!we!studied!the!network!dynamics!of!spontaneous! calcium! signaling! formed! in! dissociated! cultured! astrocyte! networks! to!
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investigate! the! interaction!of! the!passive!and!active! transport!mechanisms.!We!show! that!reduction! of! active,! gap! junction! coupling! changes! the! interaction! patterns! in! a! way!predicted!from!the!reduced!model.!!
3.2(Methods(
Dissociated*cell*cultures**
We!prepared!hippocampal!cell!cultures!from!Wistar!rats!on!postnatal!day!1!using!a!protocol!modified!from62.!Tissue!was!digested!with!%0.5!TrypsinCEDTA!(Invitrogen)!diluted!in! Hanks! Balanced! Salt! Solution! (Invitrogen)! and! then! dissociated! by! titration! with! a!pastueur!pipette.!Cells!were!centrifuged!and!reCsuspended!in!NeurobasalCA!medium!(Gibco)!supplemented!with!2%!BC27!(Gibco),!5%!heatCinactivated!horse!serum!(Gibco),!0.5!mM!LCglutamine! (SigmaCAldrich),! 0.5!mM!penCstrep! (SigmaCAldrich)! and!10!mM!HEPES! (SigmaCAldrich).!The!cell!density!was!adjusted!to!a!final!plating!density!of!1500!cells/!mm2.!*
MicroEelectrode*Arrays*
Dissociated! cells! were! plated! on! microelectrode! arrays! (Multi! Channel! Systems,!Reutlingen,!Germany),!with!60!electrodes!in!an!8!by!8!grid,!with!200!μm!spacing!between!electrodes!and!30!μm!in!diameter.!Contact!pads!and! tracks!were! transparent! to!allow! for!optical!imaging.!Microelectrode!arrays!were!cleaned!and!treated!with!0.05%!polyCethyleneCimine!(SigmaCAldrich)!in!borate!buffer!followed!by!the!20!μg!mL−1!laminin!(Roche!Applied!Science)!solution!in!media!following!the!protocol62.!
Calcium*imaging*
Cultures! were! imaged! at! 5! days! in! vitro! using! calcium! indicator! Fluo! 4CAM!(Invitrogen)! and! astrocyte! marker77! sulforhodamine! 101! (Invitrogen).! Fluo! 4CAM! and!
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sulforhodamine! 101! were! diluted! to! final! concentrations! in! HEPESCbuffered!saline!containing! the! following:! 119! mM! NaCl,! 5! mM! KCl,! 2! mM! CaCl2,! 2! mM! MgCl2,! 30! mM!Glucose,!10!mM!HEPES,!and!pH!adjusted!to!7.4.!Culture!medium!was!replaced!by!5μg/mL!fluo4Cam!and!incubated!for!40!minutes!at!room!temperature,!following!a!second!incubation!with!5!μM!sulforhodamine!101!for!20!minutes!at!room!temperature.!Cultures!were!gently!washed! with! HEPESCbuffered!saline! 3! times! following! incubations.! Cultures! were!maintained!at!35!degrees!Celsius!during! imaging.!Olympus!microscope! IX71!was!used! for!wideCfield!fluorescence!imaging,!and!recorded!with!Hamamatsu!Digital!CCD!camera!C10600!at!(6.4!Hz!frame!rate).!MetaMorph!software!was!used!for!data!collection,!all!further!analysis!was!done!with!Matlab.!
Pharmacological*Treatment*
18&β! glycyrrhetinic! acid! (BGA)! (Sigma&Aldrich)! was! dissolved! in! dimethyl! sulfoxide!
(DMSO)! into! 1000x! stocks! and! stored! at! &20°C.! Before! treating! the! culture,! BGA! stock! was!
diluted! in! HEPES! buffered! saline! to! a! final! concentration! of! 25! μm! and! incubated! for! 15!minutes!
Cell*detection*and*event*detection*
Fluorescent! imaging! was! acquired! with! commercially! available! MetaMorph!Microscopy!Software!for!Olympus!Basic!and!imported!into!MATLAB!for!semiCautomatic!cell!contour! detection! using! custom! software78! modified! from! the! Rosa! Cossart! lab.! All!subsequent! analysis!was! performed!with! custom! programs! in!MATLAB.! Astrocyte! somas!were!detecting!in!the!SR101!image,!and!the!fluo4Cam!fluorescence!signals!were!processed!by!wavelet!filtering!of!the!raw!signal!and!event!detection!was!determined!by!thresholding!
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We!defined!the!spatial!clustering!distance!as! the!average!closest!distance!between!all!closest!pairs!of!astrocytes!with!calcium!events!during!an!imaging!experiment!(Dexp).!To!compare! between! experimental! conditions! with! varying! number! of! active! astrocytes,! we!compared! Dexp! to! the! value! of! the! spatial! clustering! distance! for! randomized! networks!(Dsim).! Namely! we! randomized! locations! of! active! astrocytes! distributing! them! randomly!among! experimentally! identified! locations! (as! measured! with! sulfarodamine! 101)! of! all!astrocytes.!The!average!distance!between!active!cells,!Dsim,!was!computed!for!over!50!sets!of!randomizations! and! compared! to! that! observed! experimentally.! To! quantify! the! spatial!clustering!we!define!the!spatial!clustering!measure!C!given!by,!
C = Dsim−DexpDsim+Dexp !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.2)!




The!autocorrelation!function!was!calculated!of!each!astrocyte!calcium!fluorescence!signal.!To!determine!a!measure!of!the!autocorrelation!signal!width,!we!calculated!the!time!lag!at!a!half!maximum!of! the!autocorrelation,!where! the! total!height! is!determined!by! the!peak! of! the! autocorrelation! and! the! first! derivative! of! the! autocorrelation! crossing! zero.!Using!the!time!lag!at!the!autocorrelation!half!maximum!as!an!indicator!for!the!timescale!of!astrocyte! calcium! signal! duration,!we! computed! the! average! time! lag! for! all! signals! in! an!imaging!experiment!and!the!ratio!change!for!before!and!after!pharmacological!treatments.!
Cross*Correlations**












!We! also! changed! the! parameters! for! slow! diffusion.! Variables! are! the! same! as! in! the!published! model! paper79,! with! the! following! exceptions,! leak! constant! (α=0.5),! speed! of!diffusion!(D*=0.001),!and!amplitude!of!diffusion!release(N=1000).!
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Here!Xi!denotes! the!concentration!of!Ca2+!present! in! the! ith! astrocyte.!α! is! the! leak!constant! controlling! the! autoCdecay! of! calcium! levels! in! the! cell! (α=.5).! ! Inoise! describes!random! excitation! experienced! separately! by! each! astrocyte.! The! random! excitation!occurring!with!a!probability!p=.01!and!is!represented!by!short!stimulation!pulse.! ! Iflush,!on!the!other!hand,!represents!the!release!of!Ca2+!from!the!ER!into!the!interior!of!the!cell.!The!form!of! the!release! is!modeled!as!an!exponential!decay! in!order! too!capture!experimental!timescales:!





Astrocytes!form!a!2D!lattice!to!match!experimental!observations.!The!next!term!on!the!RHS!of! Equation! (3.3)! describes! the! active! network! coupling! term.! The! parameter! β! denotes!efficacy!of!coupling.!The!range!of!gapCjunction!strengths!is!limited!by!the!overall!amount!of!agent! (Ca2+)! an! astrocyte! can! send!out.! !Higher! values! indicate! a! greater! sharing!of! agent!amongst! astrocytes! and! less! retention! of! their! individual! concentration! level.! The! Aij!represents!the!adjacency!matrix!of!astrocytes,!Aij=1!if!cells!i!and!j!are!directly!coupled!and!Aij=0! otherwise! .! The! gap! junction! coupling,! Xj! –Xi,! is! a! standard! term! describing! gap!junctions! that! allows! for! rapid! equilibration! of! Ca2+! concentrations! at! different! sites.!!Astrocytes!are! initially! coupled!via!gapCjunctions! to!all!neighbors!within!a! radius,!R=2.! !A!small!portion!of!the!connections,!~10%!of!them,!are!selected!to!be!randomly!rewired.!!
The! last! term! on! the! RHS! of! Equation! (3.3)! represents! the! extracellular! diffusive!coupling!of!astrocytic!transmitters.!The!function:!
Dij (r, t −τ j ) =
N
4πD*(t −τ j )
e
−r2
4D* (t−τ j )e−ζ (t−τ j ) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(3.5)!
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reflects! the! distance! and! time! based! effect! a! cell! j! will! have! on! cell! i! given! the! distance!between!cells!is!r,!and!the!time!since!j!had!a!Ca2+!event!,!τj.!!This!term!is!the!solution!of!a!2D!diffusion!equation!in!open!space.!!The!strength!of!this!extracellular!diffusion!is!controlled!by!the!coupling!parameter!γ.!The!gap!junction!and!diffusive!coupling!parameters!are!both!set!to! the! range! of! values! from! quiescence! to! dominating! network! dynamics! in! bursting!behavior.!
Simulation*Details*
Simulations!were! run! on! a! 40x40! grid! of! astrocytes.! ! The! cells! were! evolved,! via!Euler’s!method,!for!10,000!timesteps!to!effectively!randomize!the!starting!condition!before!simulating! for! another! 40,000! timesteps! in! which! the! network! is! closely! followed.! ! The!figures!displayed!represent!the!averages!over!4!simulations.!
!
3.3(Results(We! have! grown! mixed! hippocampal! cell! networks! in! primary! cultures! and!measured!astrocytic!activity!utilizing!optical!imaging!with!calcium!sensor!FluoC4AM,!while!neuronal! electrical! activity! was! monitored! using! microelectrode! arrays! (see! methods!section! 3.2! for! detailed! description).! Here!we! are! interested! in! early! development! of! the!networks!during! the! first!week! in!vitro.! !During! the!early!development,!astrocytes! form!a!network! and! display! spontaneous! calcium! signaling!while! there! is! no! electrical! neuronal!activity.!However!this!is!an!active!period!for!synaptoCgenesis!and!it!is!known!that!neurons!release!various!signaling!molecules!at!that!time80.!We!observed!robust!patterns!of!calcium!activity! during! the! first!week! in! culture! before! spontaneous! action! potentials! in! neurons!were!observed!on!the!microelectrode!arrays.!The!neurons!became!subsequently!electrically!
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active!after!7!DIV!(days!in!vitro).!We!imaged!the!spontaneous!astrocyte!calcium!transients!of! hundreds!of! astrocytes!over! several!minutes! (Fig.! 3.1).! To! identify! individual! astrocyte!somas,! we! used! concurrent! staining! with! sulforhodamine! 101! which! selectively! labels!astrocytes77.! The! astrocytes! were! identified! as! the! cells! that! were! coClabeled! with! both!markers.!!
In!parallel!we!have!constructed!a!reduced!model!of!astrocyteCastrocyte!interactions.!Based! on! the! known! experimental! results57! we! simulated! two! major! means! of! signal!transduction:! active! transport! through! astrocytic! gap! junctions,! and! passive! transport!through!diffusion! in! extracellular! space.! The! reduced! cellular! activity! is!modeled! through!integrateCandCrelease!dynamics.! In!short!based!on!the!incoming!signal!the!Ca2+! is!released!from!the! internal! stores!and!propagates! through!out! the!cell,! and! the!associated!network.!While!it!is!clear!that!astrocyte!signaling!is!multimodal!and!extremely!complex!we!implicitly!assumed!that!the!extracellular!agents!act!directly!on!calcium!concentration!within!a!cell!and!we! modeled! it! as! one! species.! The! properties! of! this! model! were! extensively! studied! in!recent!work79.!We!have!shown!that!depending!on!connectivity!properties!of!gap! junctions!the! two! processes! (active! network! transport! and! passive! diffusion)! can! cooperate,!strengthening! the! network! activity,! or! they! can! compete! inhibiting! each! other! and!subsequently! lowering! the! network! response.! ! Here! we! assumed! that! astrocytic!connectivity!is!primarily!local!as!there!are!no!longCdistance!connections!between!astrocytic!processes81.!
Figure!2a!shows!an!example!raster!plot!of! the! fluorescence! intensity!over!time!for!an! astrocyte! network! during! four! minutes! of! imaging.! Each! row! displays! the! changes! in!calcium!fluorescence!over!time!for!individual!astrocytes!rescaled!between!the!fluorescence!intensity!signal’s!minimum!(black)!and!maximum!(white).!To!better!understand!the!effects!
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of!calcium!signaling!on!astrocytic!network,!we!perturbed!these!spontaneous!Ca2+!patterns!by! pharmacological! disruption! of! the! gap! junction! coupling! strength! between! astrocytes.!!We!found!that!the!number!of!astrocytes!with!spontaneous!calcium!transients!is!dependent!on!gap!junctional!coupling!strength!between!cells!(Fig!3.2b).!Following!incubation!with!gap!junction! blocker!BGA! (n=2! cultures),! the! number! of! astrocytes!with! spontaneous! calcium!events! during! imaging! decreases! relative! to! the! vehicle! control! (n=3! cultures).! We!quantified! this! effect! by! calculating! the! ratio! change! in! number! of! astrocytes! with!spontaneous!calcium! transients!between!before!and!after!BGA! treatment.!We!measured!a!negative!value! in! the! fractional!change! in!number!of!astrocytes!with!spontaneous!calcium!transients!for!BGA!treatment,!and!no!significant!ratio!change!for!vehicle!control!(Fig!3.2b).!!This!indicates!that!astrocytic!gap!junctions!play!an!important!role!in!network!signaling.!
!Similarly,! we! lowered! the! conductance! of! gap! junction! coupling,! β,! in! our!model.!The! simulated! astrocyte! network! shows! a! decrease! in! activity! for! weaker! gap! junction!coupling!parameter! values! (Fig! 3.2c).! Fig! 3.2c! depicts! the! frequency!of! astrocytic! calcium!events!as!a!function!of!both!gap!junction!coupling!and!the!interaction!strength!between!the!extracellular! signaling! in! astrocytes.! ! In! the! presence! of! local! gap! junction! coupling! the!astrocytic!activity!scales!monotonically!(columns!decrease!in!activity!amplitude!for!smaller!gap!junction!coupling)!with!strength!of!β.!Thus,!in!this!case,!weakening!gap!junctions!always!results! in! decrease! on! astrocytic! activity! independent! of! extracellular! signaling! strength.!These!effects!change!dramatically!for!different!network!connectivity!parameters79.!!!
After!weakening!gap!junction!coupling!in!the!astrocyte!network,!in!addition!to!fewer!astrocytes!with!spontaneous!calcium!transients,!we!also!observed!significant!changes!in!the!distribution! of! active! cells! in! cultures.! The! spatial! distribution! of! the! remaining! active!astrocytes! stopped! being! uniform,! but! formed! locally! clustered! domains! (Fig.! 3.3a,b).! To!
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quantify! this! effect! we! defined! the! clustering! measure! C! (see! methods! section! 3.2)! as! a!fractional!change!of!Euclidian!distance!between!locations!of!observed!active!astrocytes!and!the!randomized!ones.!The!higher!value!of!C! indicates!more!clustered!groups!of!astrocytes!were! active.! We! observed! that! for! control! conditions! the! spatial! distribution! of! active!astrocytes! is! only!minimally! different! from! randomized! locations,! indicating! only! a! small!propensity! for! clustering.!However,! the! clustering! coefficient! increased!significantly!when!cultures!were!treated!with!BGA.!This!effect!is!again!not!present!for!the!vehicle!control!(Fig.!3.3e).!This!indicates!that!blocking!gap!junction!obliterates!one!mode!of!coupling,!leaving!the!other! still! intact.! We! hypothesize! that! the! remaining! coupling! mechanism! is! linked! to!extracellular!signaling!and!diffusion!transport.!
To! support! this! hypothesis! we! conducted! similar! in! silico! experiments! using! the!developed!model.!Similarly! to! the!experimental! results,!we!observe! that! in!networks!with!strong!gap!junction!coupling!large!numbers!of!cells!activate,!forming!randomly!distributed!activity!domains!(Fig!3.3c).!!Spatial!randomization!of!active!sites!yields!no!measurable!effect!in!this!case.!However,!when!the!network!coupling!is!lowered,!the!large!domains!do!not!form!and!we!observe! formation!of! small! clusters!of! active! cells! (Fig.! 3.3d)!with!high! clustering!coefficient.!These!observations!are!summarized!on!Fig.!3.3f.!!!!!!
We!also!wanted!to!investigate!what!effect!network!coupling!can!have!on!the!shape!of! calcium! signaling! in! an! individual! astrocyte.! Gap! junction! coupling! is! a! biCdirectional!coupling!that!rapidly!equilibrates!the!Ca2+! levels!among!the!coupled!cells.!Assuming!that!a!relatively!stereotypic!amount!of!calcium!is!released!from!the!ER!into!the!cytosol!during!the!calcium!event,! the!duration!of! event! and! the! time!evolution!of! the! event!may!be! strongly!depend!on!the!gap!junction!strength.!!
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We!measured! the! time!course!of! calcium!responses!of! individual!astrocytes! in! the!absence!and!in!the!presence!of!gap!junctions!coupling!(Fig.!3.4).!Our!simulations!indicated!that!the!duration!of!elevated!calcium!(the!width!of!the!calcium!event)!is!strongly!dependent!on!both! the!strength!of!gap! junctions!and!the!efficacy!of!extracellular!signaling!(Fig!3.4F).!For!low!β!and!low!γ!(strength!of!effect!of!extracellular!signal!on!an!individual!astrocyte)!the!width!of!the!calcium!event!initially!decreases!as!gap!junction!coupling!grows.!This!is!due!to!the!equilibration!effect!discussed!above.!For!strong!β!and!even!low!γ,!however,!we!observe!subsequent! broadening! of! the! event! width.! This! is! due! to! the! fact! that! the! extracellular!signaling!together!with!strong!network!coupling!equilibrates!Ca2+!network!levels!away!from!resting! value! leading! to! a! slower! time! decay! of! the! Ca2+! levels! after! the! event.! For! high!values!of!γ!on!the!other!hand!the!change!of!event!width!is!largely!independent!of!β.!This!is!due!to!the!fact!that!extracellular!transport!dominates!network!dynamics!raising!the!resting!calcium!concentrations!away!from!the!original!value.!
Similarly,! we! investigated! the! time! course! of! single! astrocytic! calcium! events!experimentally.!!!Figure!3.4a!and!3.4b!shows!an!example!of!calcium!fluorescence!transients!of!an!astrocyte!before!and!after!weakening!gap!junction!coupling!in!the!astrocyte!network.!We!find!that!the!duration!of!astrocyte!calcium!transients!increases!after!BGA!treatment.!To!quantify! the! change! in! timescale! of! calcium! events,! we! computed! the! width! of! the!autocorrelation! of! fluorescence! signal! of! every! astrocyte! Ca2+! event! (see! Methods)! as! a!measure!for!the!time!duration!of!calcium!fluctuations!in!astrocytes!(Fig.!3.4c,d).!We!find!a!significant!increase!in!the!width!of!the!autocorrelation!after!decoupling!gap!junctions!with!BGA,! seen! as! an! increase! in! the! fractional! change! compared! to! control! (Figure!3.4e).! !We!also!plot! the! change!of! the! calcium!event! time! course! for! the!vehicle,! but!here!we!do!not!observe!significant!change.!!These!results!are!consistent!with!our!simulations!for!relatively!
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weak! gap! junctional! and! extracellular! coupling,! possibly! providing! constraints! on! the!biological!values!of!the!coupling!parameters.!!




3.4(Discussion(To!gain!insight!into!mechanisms!mediating!pattern!formation!in!astrocyte!networks,!we!experimentally!monitored!astrocytic!Ca2+!activity!in!mixed!culture!settings.!We!have!also!created! a! computational! model! that! takes! into! account! two! major! types! of! signaling!pathways! in! astrocytes:! active! transport! through! astrocytic! gap! junction! coupling! and!diffusion!in!extracellular!space.!In!terms!of!experiments,!we!perturbed!the!first!pathway!by!blocking!gap!junctions!using!BGA.!The!extracellular!pathway,!on!the!other!hand,!is!mediated!by!a!host!of!signaling!molecules,!and!therefore!we!were!not!able!to!successfully!regulate!it.!!We! quantified! the! number! of! spontaneously! active! astrocyte! cells,! spatial! clustering,!temporal! duration! of! calcium! transients,! and! the! dependence! of! temporal! signal!correlations! on! the! spatial! distance! between! cells.! We! show! that! the! experimentally!observed! changes! after! the! BGA! treatment! agree! with! our! modeling! results,! providing!credence!to!the!hypothesis!that!both!of!these!types!of!signaling!pathways!play!an!important!role!in!network!signaling.!Furthermore,!changes!in!spatioCtemporal!patterning!observed!in!our! model! when! we! were! changing! the! relative! coupling! strength! of! both! mechanisms!provide!general!constraints!on!the!biological!values!of!these!parameters.!!
The! unanswered! question! remains! whether,! and! to! what! extent,! changes! in!astrocytic! spatioCtemporal! activity! patterns! affect! activity! patterns! of! neurons,! and!subsequently! the! pathological! and! cognitive! function! of! the! brain.! However! there! is!experimental!evidence!linking!astrocytic!activity!to!brain!wide!pathologies82,83.!!
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(Figure! 3.1( Fluorescence! imaging! of! spontaneous! astrocyte! calcium! transients! in! dissociated!hippocampal! cultures.! (a)! Example! fluorescence! image! of! calcium! indicator! fluoC4am.! (b)! Example!fluorescence! image! of! astrocyte! marker! sulforhodamine! 101.! (c)! Overlay! of! fluoC4am! and!sulforhodamine! 101! images,! yellow!marks! astrocytes! coClabeled! with! both! dyes.! (d)! Schematic! of!model!shows!the!active!and!passive!pathways!of!astrocyte!coupling.!!
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(Figure! 3.2.! Cultured! astrocyte! networks! display! spontaneous! calcium! transients!mediated! through!gap!junction!coupling.!(a)!Example!raster!plot!of!spontaneous!astrocyte!network!activity.!Florescence!intensity!is!rescaled!between!0!and!1,!where!maximum!intensity!(1)!is!white!and!minimum!intensity!(0)! is!black.! (b)!The!number!of!astrocytes!with!spontaneous!calcium!transients! is!dependent!upon!gap!junction!coupling!in!the!network.!Gap!junction!blocker!BGA!decreases!the!number!of!astrocytes!with!spontaneous!calcium!transients!relative!to!the!vehicle!control!(pCvalue=0.027).!Δ!Number!is!the!ratio! change! in! number! afterCbefore/after+before! BGA! (n=2)! or! vehicle! treatments! (n=3).! (c)!Simulated! astrocyte! network! shows! similar! dependence! on! gap! junction! coupling! strength.! For!decreasing! gap! junction! coupling,! activity! decreases! across! various! diffusion! coupling! strengths.!Color!bar!defines!activity!as!the!average!duration!active/total!simulation!length!*!refractory!period!(refractory!period=1000).!(d)!Example!simulation!for!parameters!in!regions!(i)!and!(ii)!of!(c)!shows!decreased! activity! for! weaker! gap! junction! coupling.! Activity! units! are! the! number! of! active! cells!within!100!timesteps!at!point!i)!and!ii)!in!(c).!!
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!Figure!3.3.!Decoupling!gap!junctions!reveals!underlying!spatial!clustering!within!astrocyte!networks.!(a,b)! Example! brightCfield! image! of! a! cultured! network! before! (a)! and! after! (b)! BGA! treatment.!Spatial! locations!of!astrocytes!are!outlined,!where!blue!regions!displayed!calcium!transients!during!the!experiment!and!black! regions!had!no! spontaneous!activity.! (c,d)!Simulated!astrocyte!networks!have! similar! spatial! clustering! before(c)! and! after! (d)! gap! junction! coupling.! (e)!Disruption! of! gap!junction! coupling! with! BGA! enhances! spatially! clustering! of! astrocyte! network! activity! (pCvalue=0.05).!Δ!Spatial!Clustering!is!the!ratio!change!in!spatial!clustering!between!experimental!and!random! networks! of! the! same! spatial! locations! (see! methods).! ! (f)! Simulated! astrocyte! network!producing! similar! spatial! clustering.! Nearest! neighbor! distance! ratio! measured! as! (randomCreal)/(random+real).!
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!
!Figure!3.4.!Weakening!network!wide!gap!junction!coupling!affects!the!timescale!of!calcium!transients!in!individual!astrocytes.!!(a,b)!Example!calcium!fluorescence!transients!of!an!astrocyte!before!(a)!and!after! (b)! treatment!with!BGA.! (c,d)!Corresponding!autocorrelation!of! the! fluorescence! trace.! Insets!are! zoomed! in! to! show! timescale.! Red! dot! marks! the! first! local! minimum! of! the! slope! of! the!autocorrelation!(see!methods)!and!the!dashed!red!line!marks!the!half!maximum.!(e)!An!increase!in!the!width!of!the!autocorrelation!at!half!maximum!shows!an!increased!duration!of!calcium!transient!after! BGA! (pCvalue=0.02).! Δ! Autocorrelation! width! is! the! ratio! change! in! transient! width! afterCbefore/after+before! BGA! or! vehicle! treatments.! (f)! Simulated! astrocyte! network! shows! similar!timescale!of!calcium!transients.!Weaker!gap!junction!coupling!(ii)!has!increased!transient!width!than!stronger! gap! junction! coupling! (i).! Color! bar! represents! the! width! of! the! transient! in! number! of!timesteps.!
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The!study!of!networks!and!their!role!in!social,!technological,!and!biological!settings!has! recently! been! realized! to! be! of! great! importance! in! understanding! these! complex!systems.! ! However,! much! work! has! focused! on! the! study! of! the! structural! properties! of!static!networks!in!which!the!nodes!and!edges!of!the!network!remain!constant!over!time!or!are!examined!over!a!snapshot!or!time!window!during!which!they!are!effectively!static30,31,84–
86.! ! While! this! work! has! contributed! much! to! our! understanding! of! networks,! it! fails! to!recognize! that! many! types! of! networks! are! composed! of! dynamic! elements,! which! are!connected!to!form!a!specific!function.!!In!these!dynamic!networks,!we!can!define!a!new!type!of!structure!called!functional!structure.!!Here!connections!between!nodes!are!derived!from!a!functional!relationship!between!their!dynamics.!
The!brain!is!a!specific!example!of!a!dynamic!network!in!which!functional!structure!has! gained! a! great! deal! of! attention87–90.! When! studying! the! brain,! one! can! examine! the!relationship! between! the! anatomical! network! structure! of! the! neurons! and! the! resulting!dynamics,!which!define!the!functional!network!structure.!!The!availability!of!new!data!from!large!scale!brain!imaging!techniques!such!as!fMRI!has!allowed!for!the!large!scale!studies!of!the!relationship!between!structure!and!dynamics!of!different!brain!regions,!and!often!one!
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finds! a! correlation! between! the! anatomical! connections! between! brain! regions! and! the!resulting!functional!structure91–94.!At!the!same!time,!recent!advances!in!technology!allow!for!the! recording! from! multiple! single! neurons! in! vivo,! but! the! complex! connectivity! of! the!brain!makes!it!difficult!to!simultaneously!study!the!underlying!structure!of!the!brain!on!this!smaller! scale.! ! Modeling! can! provide! valuable! insights! intothe! relationship! between!neuronal!connectivity!and!dynamics,!but!does!not!provide!experimental!evidence!for!these!relationships.! ! It! is! therefore! imperative! to! develop! an! experimental! model! in! which!structural! network! properties! can! be! directly! compared! with! neuronal! dynamics.!Dissociated! cultures! are! a! good! reduced! system! in! which! to! study! neuronal! dynamics!because! they! maintain! many! properties! of! neuronal! interactions,! but! also! have! the!advantage!of! the! relative!ease!of! structural!and!pharmacological!manipulation63,95–97.! !The!gross! structural! properties! of! the! culture! can! be! observed! using! labeling! techniques! and!dynamics!of!single!neurons!can!be!electrically!recorded.!!They!are!therefore!a!useful!tool!to!simultaneously! study! how! anatomical! connectivity,! functional! structure,! and! brain!dynamics!relate.!
In! this! type!of!culture!preparation,!a!single!cell! suspension!of!hippocampal!cells! is!plated!onto!a!culture!dish.!!The!neurons!attach!to!the!surface!of!the!dish!and!start!to!grow!processes,!forming!synapses!with!other!neurons!and!creating!a!twoCdimensional!network!of!neurons.! ! !After!3C7!days,!these!neurons!will!begin!to!spontaneously!fire!action!potentials,!and!as! the!cultures!age,! the!neural!activity!evolves! into!highly!synchronous!activity! in! the!form!of!network!bursts,!during!which!almost!all!neurons!will!fire!action!potentials64,98.!!The!dynamics! of! these! network! bursts! have! been! studied! to! examine! burst! patterning99–103,!learning96,100,104,105,and!with!pharmacological!manipulation!as!a!model!of!epilepsy106–108.!
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An! often! overlooked! feature! of! these! cultures! is! that! they! are! composed! of! both!neural!and!glial!cells,!and!in!fact,!the!neurons!require!the!presence!of!glial!cells!to!survive.!!While!neurons!do!not!proliferate! in! the!culture,! the!glial! cells!do,!and! thus! the!number!of!glial!cells!in!the!culture!will!quickly!multiply,!creating!a!confluent!layer!of!support!cells!for!the! neurons.! ! However,! it! is! possible! to! inhibit! the! division! of! these! cells! through! the!addition!of!chemical!blockers109!or!type!of!media!used110.!Different!groups!have!studied!the!dynamics!of!the!neurons!in!cultures!grown!under!both!types!of!conditions,!although!many!studies!allow!the!glial!cells!to!multiply!in!order!to!provide!a!continuous!layer!of!support!for!the!neurons64,101.!
While! the! dynamics! of! the! network! bursts! produced! by! the! neurons! in! these!cultures!are!often!investigated,!the!impact!of!the!glial!network!on!the!neuronal!dynamics!is!less! studied.! !However,! recent!work!suggests! that!glial! cells,! and!specifically!astrocytes! (a!certain!type!of!glial!cell),!can!have!numerous!impacts!on!neuronal!networks56.!The!presence!of!glial!cells! is!known!to! impact!the!development!of!neurons111,!which!will!certainly!affect!their!dynamics,!but!astrocytes!have!also!been!shown!to!exhibit!calcium!oscillations!which!can!affect! intracellular!calcium!dynamics! in!neurons112–115.!Calcium!plays!multiple!roles! in!neuronal! signaling,! so! these! calcium! oscillations! likely! contribute! to! the! activity! of! the!neurons.! ! Additionally,! astrocytes! have!been! shown! to!mediate! calcium!waves!during! the!developmental!stage!(first!two!weeks)!of!dissociated!cortical!networks,!and!the!presence!of!these!waves!influences!the!dynamics!and!maturation!of!the!culture70.!Recent!work!has!also!shown! that! astrocytes! modulate! slow! oscillations! in! cortical! networks! through! the!regulation!of! synaptic! receptors116.! !We! therefore!expect! that! changes! in! the!glia!network!should!impact!the!dynamics!of!the!neuronal!network.!
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We!are! interested! in! studying!differences! in! the! functional! structure!derived! from!the!dynamics!of!the!neuronal!network!in!the!presence!of!either!a!low!or!high!density!of!glial!cells.! ! We! investigate! dissociated! hippocampal! cultures! and! examine! the! underlying!anatomical! network! structure! of! both! neurons! and! glial! cells! and! how! these! networks!interact!to!influence!the!resulting!functional!network!structure.!!The!cultures!are!grown!on!multiCelectrode!arrays!(MEAs)!which!allow!for!the!recording!of!individual!action!potentials!from! cells! near! the! electrodes.! We! analyzed! the! formation! of! spatioCtemporal! activity!patterns! using! a! new! clustering! technique! (functional! clustering! algorithm)! to! determine!the!resulting!functional!network!structure.!We!then!relate!this!functional!structure!to!gross!anatomical!network!properties!obtained!through!immunolabeling!and!DiI!staining.!
This! chapter! is! organized! as! follows:! ! Section! 4.2! describes! the! experimental!methods! and! analysis.! ! The! results! describing! the! anatomical! structure,! the! resulting!functional! network! structure,! and! how! this! structure! changes! over! time! and! between!groups! of! the! cultures! are!presented! in! Sections! 4.3.! The! relationship!between! functional!and! anatomical! network! structure! is! discussed! in! Section! 4.4,!where!we! further! describe!how!the!structure!of!the!glial!and!neuronal!networks!influences!the!dynamics!and!resulting!functional!structure!of!the!neuronal!network.!
4.2(Methods(
Cell*Culture*Preparation*
Dissociated!cell!cultures!were!prepared!from!neurons!(and!glia)!obtained!from!the!hippocampus!of!P1!Wistar!rats!using!a!protocol!modified!from96.!Briefly,!hippocampi!were!first!chemically!digested!in!a!trypsin!solution!followed!by!mechanical!titration!with!a!flamed!pasteur! pipette.! ! Cells! were! centrifuged! and! reCsuspended! in! NeurobasalCA! Medium!
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supplemented!with!BC27,!5%!heat!activated!horse!serum,!0.5mM!LCGlutamine,!0.5mM!penCstrep,!and!10mM!HEPES.!!The!cell!density!was!adjusted!by!the!addition!of!media!such!that!the!density!upon!plating!would!be!~1400!cells/m2.!
The! cell! suspension! was! plated! on! MEAs! (Multi! Channel! Systems,! Reutlingen,!Germany)! which! had! previously! been! coated! with! 0.05%! polyCethyleneCimine! in! borate!buffer! followed! by! 20! μg/mL! laminin! solution! in! media.! Cultures! were! maintained! in! a!humidified!incubator!with!a!95%O2/5%CO2!saturated!atmosphere!at!37°C.!
Between!24C36!hours!after!plating,!cultures!were!split!into!high!and!low!glial!groups!(HGG)! and! (LGG)! respectively.! ! NeurobasalCA! media! supplemented! with! horse! serum! as!described!above!was!added!to!cultures!in!the!high!glial!group!to!allow!for!the!proliferation!of!glial!cells,!while!the!media!of!the!low!glial!group!was!replaced!with!NeurobasalCA!media!that!had!not!been!supplemented!with!horse!serum.!!The!seraCfree!media!environment!keeps!the!number!of! glia! cells! in! these! cultures! constant!by! inhibiting! their!division.! ! Following!this,!half!of!the!media!was!replaced!with!the!appropriate!fresh!media!once!each!week.!
MEA*recordings*




Cultures!used!in!staining!studies!were!grown!on!culture!dishes!following!the!same!protocol!as!those!used!for!recordings.!The!cultures!were!fixed!using!4%!paraformaldehyde!in!PBS!at!either!8,!11,!or!13!DIV!to!correspond!to!the!days!of!recordings.!!DiI!crystals!were!dissolved! to! a! saturated! solution! in! cold! liver!oil! and!microCdroplets!of! the! solution!were!placed!on!neuronal!cell!bodies,!allowing!the!dye!to!dissolve!through!the!cell.! !After!5!days,!the!neurons!were!imaged!using!an!Olympus!IX71!microscope.!
After! DiI! staining! and! imaging,! cultures! were! immunolabeled! for! synapses! by!standard! immunocytochemical! techniques.! ! Samples!were!blocked!with!blocking! solution,!followed! first! by! incubation! with! monoclonal! antiCsynaptophysin! primary! antibody,! and!then!by!a!fluoresceinCconjugated!secondary!antibody.!!Cultures!were!then!imaged!on!a!Zeiss!LSM! 510CMETA! laserCscanning! confocal!microscope!with! a! 63x! objective.! ! After! imaging,!samples! were! labeled! for! glial! cells! using! an! antiCglial! fibrillary! acidic! protein! (GFAP)!primary! antibody! followed! by! an! AMCACconjugated! secondary! antibody.! ! Cultures! were!then!imaged!on!a!DeltavisionCRT!fluorescent!microscope!with!a!10x!objective.!
Process*length/form*
Sholl!analysis!was!performed!on!the!arborization!of!imaged!neurons!by!counting!the!number! of! process! crossings! with! concentric! circles! of! increasing! radii! centered! on! the!soma.!!The!median!crossing!distance,!total!number!of!crossings,!and!longest!process!length!was!then!computed!from!the!distribution!of!process!crossings.!!For!cultures!in!the!high!glial!group,! this! analysis! was! done! on! N=9,11,14! randomly! chosen! neurons! for! DIV! 8,11,13!respectively!and!on!N=10,12,13!neurons!for!DIV!8,11,13!in!the!low!glial!group.!
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Synaptic*density*
DiICsynaptophysin!labeled!images!were!analyzed!using!ImageJ!software!for!synaptic!density!along!neuronal!processes.! ! Images!were!normalized!for!contrast!and!each!channel!was! thresholded! to! distinguish! signal! from! background.! ! The! density! of! synapses! was!calculated!by!dividing!the!number!of!coClocalized!areas!of!synapse!and!process!by!the!total!area! encompassed! by! processes,! resulting! in! the! number! of! synapses! per! unit! area! of!processes!stained!by!DiI.!
Glial*cell*density*
GFAP! labeled! images! were! analyzed! using! ImageJ! software! to! determine! the! glial! cell!density.! !Images!were!thresholded!to!separate!signal!from!background!and!the!percentage!of! the! image! covered! in! glial! cells,! P! was! measured.! ! In! order! to! compare! between! the!different!culture!conditions,!we!compute! the!normalized!difference!of!P!between! the!high!and!low!glial!groups!denoted!as!PH!and!PL!respectively:!
D = PH −PLPH +PL
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(4.1)!
Spike*detection*
The! local! field! potential! recorded! from! each! electrode! was! assessed! for! spiking!activity! and! active! channels!were! selected! for! spike! detection.! ! Signals!were! first! filtered!through! a! high! pass! Butterworth! filter! at! 250! Hz.! ! Spike! detection! was! done! using! a!thresholding! method,! using! 5! standard! deviations! of! the! baseline! noise! as! the! threshold!value.! !No!attempt!was!made!to!distinguish!between!single!neurons!recorded!by!the!same!electrode.!
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4.3(Results(We! analyze! structural! and! functional! connectivity! in! dissociated! hippocampal!cultures!grown!in!conditions!which!allow!for!the!proliferation!of!glial!cells!(high!glial!group!C!HGG)! or! inhibit! the! division! of! glial! cells! (low! glial! group! C! LGG).! ! Cultures!were! grown!either!on!culture!dishes!and!used! for! immuolabeling/staining!studies!(Fig.!4.1(aCb))!or!on!microelectrode!arrays!(MEAs)!for!the!recording!of!neuronal!dynamics!(Fig.!4.1(cCd)).!
Anatomical*Network*Structure*
We!first!examined!the!anatomic!structural!properties!of!the!cultures.!!Although!it!is!not! feasible! to! determine! the! exact! connectivity! structure! of! the! cultures! (despite! the!reduction! of! the! system,! the! resulting! network! is! still! quite! complex),! we! are! capable! of!studying! gross! properties! of! the! network! structure! which! could! lead! to! differences! in!dynamics!and!functional!structure.!As!discussed!previously,!we!control!the!proliferation!of!the!glial!cells!such!that,!over!time,!we!obtain!a!high!glial!group!(HGG)!and!a!low!glial!group!(LGG).! ! Although! the! neurons! do! not! proliferate! over! time,! they! do! grow! processes! and!synapses,!changing!the!neuronal!network!structure!as!the!cultures!age.!
In! order! to! quantify! the! differences! in! the! glial! network! between! the! two! culture!groups,! we! labeled! astrocytes! as! previously! described! and! computed! the! normalized!difference!between!the!percentage!of!area!covered!by!astrocytes!for!cultures!in!the!HGG!and!LGG.!!This!quantity!is!plotted!as!a!function!of!DIV!in!figure!4.2.!!The!measure!shows!that,!as!expected,! the! area! covered! by! astrocytes! is! higher! for! the! HGG,! and! that! the! ratio! of!coverage!between!the!culture!groups!remains!fairly!constant!over!time!(due!to!the!fact!that!astrocytes!do!not!proliferate!in!the!LGG!and!have!already!formed!a!confluent!layer!by!8!DIV!in!the!HGG).!
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We!then!studied!the!structure!of! the!neuronal!network! for! the! two!culture!groups!using! a! Sholl! analysis! (see! methods).! ! From! the! distribution! of! the! number! of! process!crossings!as!a!function!of!radii,!we!computed!the!median!crossing!distance,!total!number!of!crossings,! and! longest! process! length! for! each! neuron.! ! These! results! are! presented! as! a!function!of!DIV!in!figure!4.3(aCc)!for!each!culture!group.!!We!see!changes!as!the!cultures!age!and!in!certain!cases!between!groups!for!these!measures.!!The!median!crossing!distance!(a)!and! longest! process! length! (c)! increase! as! a! function!of! time! for!neurons! in! the!HGG,! but!both!measures!show!a!slight!decrease!for!13!DIV!cultures!in!the!LGG.!!This!represents!a!reCorganizing!of!the!distribution!over!time!since!the!total!number!of!crossings!increases!as!the!cultures! age! as! depicted! in! figure! 4.3(b).! ! Neurons! in! the! LGG! are! growing! more! local!arborizations,!as!compared!to! those! in! the!HGG!whose!processes!continuously! increase! in!length! over! time.! ! However,! it! should! be! noted! that! the! density! of! synapses! along! these!processes!is!similar!over!time!between!the!two!culture!groups,!although!it!is!slightly!higher!for!neurons!in!the!HGG!initially!(figure!4.3(d)).!Together,!these!labeling!results!indicate!that!neurons! in! the! LGG! are! involved! in! more! local! signaling,! while! those! in! the! HGG! are!developing!more!longCrange!connections.!
Dynamics*
We!studied!the!dynamics!of!the!cultures!as!a!function!of!age!to!determine!the!effects!of! the! changing!glial!network!and!growth!of!neuronal!processes.! !Cultures!were! recorded!from! at! 8,! 11,! and! 13! DIV! as! described! in! section! 4.2.! ! Spike! detection!was! done! on! the!recorded!signals!and!the!resulting!spike!activity!was!analyzed!as!follows.!
Visual! observation! of! the! recording! sessions! shows! that! cultures! in! the! high! glial!group! tend! to! persistently! fire! in! network! bursts! with! short! silences! in! between! bursts,!
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while!those!in!the!low!glial!group!tend!to!fire!in!longer!bursts!with!longer!quiescent!periods!between! bursting! events.! ! These! quiescent! periods! grow! in! length! over! time.! ! We! show!these!differences!in!dynamics!by!examining!the!interspike!interval!(ISI)!as!calculated!for!the!net! spiking! activity! in! each! culture! (Fig.! 4.4(a)).! ! In! this! plot,! we! examine! the! interspike!interval!of!cultures!as!a!function!of!DIV.! !The!width!of!the!ISI!distribution!for!each!culture!group! was! increased! for! visualization! purposes.! ! Cultures! from! the! high! glial! group! are!plotted! in! shades! of! red! (light! gray),! and! cultures! from! the! low!glial! group! are!plotted! in!shades! of! blue! (dark! gray).! ! The! shade! of! the! dot! indicates! data! from! a! specific! culture!within!the!respective!group.!!Note!the!semiClog!scale!for!visualization!purposes!of!longer!ISI!events.! !Initially,!the!distributions!are!uniform,!showing!a!mix!of!short!and!long!ISI!values.!!However,! over! time,! one! can! see! that! in! the! low! glial! group! (blue/dark! gray! shades),! the!distribution! becomes! increasingly! biCmodal.! ! This! indicates! that! firing! events! are!consistently! occurring! within! the! bursts! on! short! time! scales,! while! the! time! between!bursting! events! is! becoming!more! polarized,!with! either! short! or! long! intervals! between!bursts! and! few! quiescent! periods! of!medium! length.! The! cultures! in! the! high! glial! group!maintain! a!more! evenly!distributed! arrangement!of! ISI! times,! although! some!polarization!begins! to!appear!at!13!DIV.! !Examples!of!raster!plots!showing!this!difference! in!dynamics!over!time!and!between!culture!groups!can!be!seen!in!Fig.!4.4!for!a!cultures!in!the!HGG!(Fig.!4.4(b))!and!LGG!(Fig.!4.4(c)).!
We!then!investigated!the!number!of!active!electrode!channels!as!a!function!of!DIV.!An!active!electrode!was!defined!as!a!channel!from!which!reliable!spiking!activity!could!be!detected! using! the! thresholding!method.! ! It! should! be! noted! that! in! order! to! record! the!activity!from!a!neuron,!the!neuron!must!lie!very!near!to!the!electrode!and!be!well!attached!to!the!surface!of!the!dish.!!As!the!network!ages,!some!neurons!die!and!others!begin!to!fire,!
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meaning!that!the!active!electrodes!can!change!over!time.!!However,!one!expects!the!overall!number!of!active!electrodes!to!increase!over!time!as!the!neuronal!processes!grow,!allowing!for! more! neurons! to! be! recruited! into! spontaneous! activity.! ! The! number! of! active!electrodes!is!plotted!for!both!the!high!and!low!glial!groups!in!Fig.!4.5(a).!!In!both!groups!this!number! increases! over! time,! yet! is! consistently! higher! for! the! high! glial! group.! ! This!indicates!that! the!higher!number!of!glial!cells!allows!for!the!recruitment!of!more!spatially!separated!sites!into!the!bursting!activity.!
In! Fig.! 4.5(b),! we! plot! the! average! number! of! spikes! per! active! electrode! as! a!function!of!time.!!We!see!that!the!number!of!spikes!per!channel!is!lower!for!cultures!in!the!low! glial! group,! but! both! groups! follow! the! same! general! trend! of! increasing! numbers! of!spikes.! !This!corresponds!to!the!changes!in!neuronal!network!reCorganization!through!the!growth!of!neuronal!processes.!
Determination*of*functional*clusters*





2.! Use! surrogate! data! sets! (see! below)! to! calculate! 95%! confidence! intervals! for! each!pairwise! similarity.! ! Use! this! to! determine! the! level! of! statistical! significance! for! each!pairwise!relationship.!
3.!Choose! the!pair!of! trains!with! the!highest! significance!and!group! these! trains! together,!recording!the!significance!between!the!trains.!!When!grouping!the!two!spike!trains,!create!a!new!train!representing!the!joint!activity!by!merging!the!spikes!into!a!single!train.!
4.! ! Remove! the! trains!which!were! joined! from! the!data! set,! and! recalculate! the! similarity!matrix! for! the! new! set! of! trains.! Create! new! surrogate! data! sets,! and! reCcalculate! the!pairwise!statistical!significances.!
5.!Repeat!the! joining!steps!(3C4),!recording!the!statistical!significance!used! in!each!step!of!the!algorithm!until!no!pairwise!similarity!is!statistically!significant,!indicating!that!the!next!joining!step!is!not!statistically!meaningful.!!At!this!point,!determine!the!resultant!functional!groupings!by!observing!which!spike!trains!have!been!combined!during!the!algorithm.!!The!results!of!the!clustering!algorithm!are!depicted!using!a!dendrogram!where!the!dashed!line!denotes!the!cutoff!point!of!the!algorithm.!













To!asses! the! level!of!statistical! significance,!we!used!10,000!surrogate!data!sets! to!create!cumulative!distribution!functions!(CDF)!of!AMD!values!and!determine!95%!pairwise!significance! levels.! ! The! scaled! significance! (Fig.! 4.8)! is!measured! in! units! defined! as! the!distance! from! the! midpoint! of! the! CDF! to! the! 95%! significance! cutoff.! ! Thus,! a! scaled!significance!greater!or!equal!to!1!is!deemed!to!be!statistically!significant,!while!values!below!1!are!not.!
The!FCA!was!applied!to!the!spike!train!data!recorded!from!cultures!in!both!groups!at! 8,! 11,! and! 13!DIV.! ! In! order! to! keep! the! total! number! of! spikes! used! in! the! algorithm!below! 50,000,! a! 3! minute! window! of! data! was! used,! with! the! exception! of! one! 13! DIV!culture!in!the!LGG!for!which!a!1!minute!time!window!was!used.!
Since!we! observe! difference! in! dynamics! as! a! function! of! DIV! as!well! as! between!culture! groups,! it! is! interesting! to! ask! how! these! differences! will! be! embodied! in! the!
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functional! structure! of! the! network.! To! study! the! functional! groupings! of! active! sites,!we!implemented!the!FCA!as!described!above.!
We! first! explore! the! functional! clustering!as! a! function!of! time! for! cultures!within!each! group.! ! In! Fig.! 4.6(a),(c)! we! show! examples! of! the! spatial! layout! of! the! functional!groupings!over!time!for!the!two!culture!groups.! ! In!this!figure,!each!square!represents!the!spatial! location! of! an! electrode! on! the! culture.! ! The! spatial! layout! of! the! squares! here!corresponds!to!the!spatial!layout!of!the!MEAs!as!seen!in!Fig.!4.1.!!Colored!squares!represent!active!electrodes,!and!squares!of! the!same!color!belong!to! the!same!functional!group.!The!dendrograms!corresponding!to!the!spatial!clustering!shown!for!the!the!plots!in!(a)!and!(c)!at!8!and!13!DIV!are!shown!in!Fig.!4.6(b,c)!respectively.!!For!the!case!of!the!high!glial!group,!we! see! that,! initially,! the! culture! contains! multiple! groups! that! largely! represent! local!regions! of! the! MEA.! ! This! indicates! that! only! local! groups! of! neurons! are! involved! in!synchronous! activity! during! network! bursts.! ! However,! as! the! culture! ages,! the!synchronization! becomes! increasingly! global,! and! more! neurons! are! recruited! into! the!largest! cluster.! ! To! quantify! this! effect,! we! plotted! the! percentage! of! electrodes! that!participate!in!the!largest!cluster!as!a!function!of!DIV!in!Fig.!4.7.!
Interestingly,!we!do!not!see!this!increase!in!cluster!size!in!the!case!of!cultures!from!the!low!glial!group,!as!the!clustering!instead!remains!fragmented!over!time!as!seen!in!Fig.!4.6.! !This! fragmentation!corresponds! to! the! lack!of! change!over! time! in! the!percentage!of!electrodes!that!participate!in!the!largest!cluster!seen!in!Fig.!4.7.!
Finally,!we!were!interested!in!quantifying!the!level!of!synchronization!present!in!the!detected! functional! groupings.! ! This! was! done! through! the! examination! of! the! scaled!significance!used!in!the!joining!steps!of!the!FCA.!An!example!of!the!scaled!significance!and!
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the! significant! clustering! steps! for! a! 11! DIV! culture! is! shown! in! Fig.! 4.8(a).! ! Note! that! a!higher!scaled!significance!indicates!a!tighter!relationship!between!spikes!of!electrodes.!!!We!then! calculated! the! average!value!of! the! scaled! significance! for! the! statistically! significant!steps! for!each!culture.! ! ! In!Fig.!4.8(b)!we!show!the!average!scaled!significance!used! in!the!significant!clustering!steps!as!a!function!of!DIV!for!both!the!high!and!low!glial!groups.!!The!average! scaled! significance! is! greater! for! the! high! glial! group! on! each! recording! day,!indicating! that! the! high! glial! cultures! show! a! tighter! relationship! between! firing! events!during! the!bursts.! !However,! the!average! scaled! significance!grows!over! time! for! cultures!from!both!groups,!indicating!that!the!firing!becomes!more!synchronous!as!all!cultures!age.!
4.4(Discussion(While!previous!work!has!studied!either!structural!properties!of!cultured!networks!or! analyzed! the! dynamics! of! these! cultures,! there! is! little! work,! which! attempts! to! link!changes! in! structural! network! properties! to! the! resulting! dynamics! and! functional!interactions.!!The!work!that!has!been!done!has!focused!on!the!effects!of!different!substrates!used!to!coat!the!dishes118!or!on!patterned!plating!of!cultures100,119.!Here!we!studied!cultures!grown!with!either!a!high!density!of!glial!cells!or!a!low!density!of!glial!cells!in!order!to!relate!the!influence!of!the!glial!network!on!neuronal!dynamics!as!a!function!of!time!(and!therefore!increasing!density!of!glial!cells).!!It!is!known!that!the!presence!of!glial!cells!shapes!neuronal!development111,!and!Sholl!analysis!on!the!arborization!of!neuronal!processes!revealed!that!cultures!in!the!high!glial!group!contained!neurons!whose!processes!grew!globally!over!time,!while! cultures! in! the! low! glial! group! grew! increasingly! local! processes.! ! Study! of!synchronization! in! coupled! oscillators! has! shown! that! the! addition! of! global! connections!(such! as! in! a! smallCworld! network)! leads! to! greater! synchronization120,121.! Additionally,!astrocytes!have!been! shown! to!mediate! spontaneous! calcium!waves!which! correspond! to!
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the!presence!of!synchronized!activity!in!dissociated!cortical!cultures70.!!Astrocytes!are!also!responsible!for!the!modulation!of!slow!oscillations!in!in*vivo!cortical!networks!through!the!regulation!of!synaptic!receptors116.!!It!is!therefore!reasonable!to!conclude!that!the!observed!differences!in!neuronal!dynamics!between!the!high!and!low!glial!groups!is!likely!due!to!the!influence!of!the!glial!network!on!the!neuronal!network.!
Both!culture!groups!displayed!synchronized!activity!in!the!form!of!network!bursts,!but!the!specific!form!of!these!bursts!varied!between!the!two!groups.!!The!high!glial!cultures!had!more!active!electrodes,!however,!the!total!number!of!spikes!per!electrode!was!similar!between! the! two! groups! for! each! recording! session.! As! shown! in! previous! studies64,! the!cultures!became! increasingly! active!over! time!as! seen! in! the! rise!of! active! electrodes! and!total! spikes! per! electrode.! ! However,! the! cultures! from! the! high! glial! group! displayed!persistent!bursting!activity!with!a!varied!distribution!of!interspike!intervals.!!Cultures!from!the!low!glial!group!displayed!spiking!patterns!that!became!increasingly!polarized!towards!either!short!or! long! intervals!between!spiking!events,!corresponding!to!an! increase! in! the!spiking!frequency!during!a!burst!with!larger!intervals!between!bursting!events.!
The! changes! in! neuronal! dynamics! over! time! led! to! a! difference! in! functional!classifications.! !We!applied! the!FCA!to!detect! functional!clusters!and!examined! the!spatial!aspect! of! the! resultant! clusters.! ! Cultures! from! the! high! glial! group! initially! showed! the!formation!of!local!clustering!which!became!more!global!over!time.!!However,!cultures!in!the!low! glial! group! showed! a! different! behavior! as! the! groupings! remained! fragmented! over!time.! ! These! functional! differences! indicate! that! the! cultures! from! the! high! glial! group!display! bursting! events! which! become! increasingly! globally! synchronous! while! bursting!events!are!consistently!composed!of!smaller!groups!of!synchronous!activity!in!the!low!glial!
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culture.! ! Thus! the! functional! structure! detected! by! the! FCA! reflects! the! expected! changes!due!to!the!differences!in!anatomical!structure!discussed!above.!
We! also! quantified! the! amount! of! synchronization! present! within! the! functional!clusters!by!comparing!the!scaled!significance!used!in!the!joining!steps!of!the!FCA.!!Cultures!from! the! high! glial! group! showed! greater! values! of! significance! indicating! that! the! firing!events!within!the!bursts!are!more!highly!synchronized.!!The!fact!that!these!cultures!have!a!higher! glial! density! indicates! that! the! glial! network! aids! in! the! synchronization! of! the!neuronal! network,! which! is! again! consistent! with! what! we! expected! from! structural!observations.! ! The! significance! used! in! clustering! increased! as! a! function! of! DIV! in! both!groups! indicating! that! as! the! neuronal! networks! evolve,! the! firing! events! become!increasingly!correlated.!!Thus!the!overall!observed!synchronization!of!bursts!is!the!result!of!changes!in!both!the!neuronal!network!and!the!underlying!glial!network.!
Despite!the!fact!that!dissociated!neuronal!cultures!are!a!simplified!system!and!their!structure! and!dynamics! cannot!be!directly! linked! to!brain!dynamics,!we!have! shown! that!they!are!a!good!reduced!system!in!which!to!study!the!interplay!of!structure!and!dynamics!in!neuronal! networks.! Unlike! neuronal! data! recorded! from! the! intact! brain! of! humans! or!animals!where!it!is!difficult!to!study!the!properties!of!the!underlying!network!structure,!we!are! able! to!manipulate! gross!properties!of! the! anatomical!network! structure!and!observe!how! these! changes! affect! neuronal! dynamics.! !We! can! then! apply!methods! developed! to!detect! functional! structure! (such! as! the! FCA)! and! relate! the! differences! in! the! obtained!clusterings!to!the!known!structural!changes.!!This!allows!for!the!discovery!of!the!important!parameters! that!affect! the! relationships!between!structure!and!dynamics,!which!can! later!be! used! to! make! inferences! about! network! properties! that! can! direct! research! in! more!complicated!systems!such!as!the!brain.!
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!!Figure! 4.1! (a)! Immunocytochemical! labeling! of! neurons! and! astrocytes! showing! morphology.!!Neurons!are!immunolabeled!for!betaCIII!tubulin!(red),!while!astrocytes!are!immunolabeled!for!GFAP!(green).! !(b)!Example!of!an!isolated!neuron!stained!with!DiI!(red).!Synapses!are!immunolabeled!for!synaptophysin!(green).!!(c)!!Example!of!a!culture!grown!on!an!MEA!showing!the!spatial!layout!of!the!electrodes!(black!dots)!!The!distance!between!electrodes!is!200!µm.!(d)!Example!of!recorded!activity!from!a!culture!displaying!bursting!dynamics.!!The!spatial!layout!of!the!activity!traces!corresponds!to!the!spatial! layout!of! the!electrodes!shown! in! (c).! !Each!window!represents!a!500!ms! time!window!during!which!the!synchronous!firing!of!neurons!can!be!seen.!!!!!!
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!Figure!4.6.!Examples!of!functional!groupings!obtained!from!the!application!of!the!FCA!to!culture!data.!(a,c)! Spatial! representation! of! functional! clusters.! Colored! squares! indicate! active! electrodes! and!squares!of! the! same!color!belong! to! the! same! functional! group.! (a)!High!glial! group.! ! (c)!Low!glial!group.! ! The! clustering! becomes! increasingly! global! over! time! for! the! high! glial! culture,! while! the!clustering! of! the! low! glial! culture! becomes! increasingly! fragmented.! (b,d)! Examples! of! the!dendrogram!corresponding!to!the!spatial!maps!in!(a)!and!(c)!at!8!DIV!and!13!DIV.!!
8 DIV 11 DIV 13 DIV
High Glial Group
Low Glial Group
8 DIV 11 DIV 13 DIV
(a)
High Glial Group 8 DIV High Glial Group 13 DIV
(b)
(c)
Low Glial Group 8 DIV Low Glial Group 13 DIV
(d)
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The! brain! forms! a! complex! interconnected! network! in! which! spatioCtemporal!patterns!of!neuronal!activity!are! thought! to!underlie! its! information!processing.!However,!basic! questions! remain! unanswered.! What! aspects! of! this! patterning! represent! the!information!content?!How!do! these!network!wide!representations!robustly!emerge!out!of!the!dynamical!properties!of! individual!neurons?!How!are!distributed!features!dynamically!bound!together,!while!at!the!same!time!segmented!out!from!the!rest!of!the!network,!to!form!a! coherent! representation?!These! questions! not! only! pertain! to! the! brain,! but! also! to! the!formation!of!distributed!representations! in!any!network.! In! terms!of!neuronal!processing,!many!proposed!coding!schemes!are!based!on!either!the!firing!rate!or!the!temporal!structure!of!spikes!in!response!to!a!stimulus37,39,122.!Correlations!within!these!activity!patterns!lead!to!network! rewiring,!where! the! connections!between!neurons! encoding! the! same! functional!pattern! are! strengthened.! However,! it! is! unclear! how! these! regions! of! enhanced!connectivity!or!biased!input!can!lead!to!virtually! instantaneous,!dynamically!evolving,!and!robust! separation! of! activity! patterns,! which! in! turn! encode! for! functionally! diverse!information!content,!while!embedded!within!the!same!interconnected!group!of!neurons.!
Single!neurons!integrate!input!to!generate!action!potentials,!however!they!can!also!
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display!damped!subCthreshold!oscillations!giving!them!complex!dynamics!and!sensitivity!to!temporal! patterns! of! input.! The! ability! to! resonate! at! particular! frequencies! has! been!observed!in!many!experimental!preparations51,123.!The!natural!frequency!has!been!shown!to!be! voltage! dependent! and! it! can! shift! at! both! depolarized! and! hyperpolarized!membrane!potentials50,54,55.! This! phenomenon! was! reported! in! various! cell! populations! such! as!hippocampal!pyramidal!neurons6,7and!pyramidal!cells!of!the!amygdala!olfactory!cortex8.!In!the!case!of!hippocampal!pyramidal!cells,!the!underlying!ionic!mechanisms!are!related!to!a!slow! hyperpolarizationCactivated! cation! current! (often! referred! to! as! Ih! current),! a! slow!activating!potassium!current!(so!called!MCcurrent!as!it!acts!through!muscarinic!receptors),!and! an! instantaneously! activating,! inwardly! rectifying! potassium! current.! Interestingly,!these!mechanisms!are!activated!differentially!when!a!cell!is!hyperpolarized!(Ih!is!activated)!or!depolarized!(IM!is!activated).!In!all!cases,!however,!voltage!gated!sodium!channels!played!a! central! role,! as! application! of! tetrodotoxin! (TTX)! abolished! the! subCthreshold!oscillations6,8.!The!observed!resonance!shifts!range!from!a!couple!of!Hz!to!more!then!10Hz.!
!At! the! same! time! oscillations! of! large! neuronal! populations! have! been! observed!with! local! field! potentials! (LFP)! or! EEG! measurements124–126,! and! these! oscillations! are!classified! into! discrete! frequency! bands! spanning! single! to! tens! of! Hertz.! These! brain!rhythms!have!been! implicated! in!various!cognitive! functions127,128.!However,! the! influence!of! these!oscillations!on! individual!neuronal!activity!patterns!or!network!wide!activity!has!remained!unclear129.!SubCthreshold!oscillatory!input!through!synaptic!or!ephaptic!coupling!provides! feedback! between! brain! oscillations! in! the! local! field! potential! and! individual!neurons130.!This!idea!is!experimentally!supported!by!findings!that!oscillations!in!the!visual!system! can! affect! downstream!processing,! as! seen! in! the! phase! locking! of! neurons! in! the!
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lateral! geniculate! nucleus! (LGN)! to! the! 50! Hz! oscillations! in! the! input! received! from! the!retina131.!
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Modeling*the*Inhibitory*Network*
! To! study! the! potential! impact! of! inhibitory! neurons! on! the! proposed! pattern!separation! mechanism,! we! coupled! an! inhibitory! network! of! 400! integrateCandCfire65!neurons! to! the! excitatory! resonateCandCfire! networks.! For! simplicity!we! chose! to! use! the!integrateCandCfire!model,!where!the!dynamics!of!inhibitory!neurons!are!given!by:!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(5.6)!
Where!vk!is!the!voltage!of!the!kth!inhibitory!neuron,!R!is!the!membrane!leak!constant,!Csyn!is!the! strength! of! synaptic! coupling,! Skj! is! the! adjacency! matrix! between! the! kth! inhibitory!neurons! and! the! jth! other! neurons! in! the! network! (where! j! spans! both! excitatory! and!inhibitory!neurons)!and!Isynj! is!the!input!current!received.! !All!parameters!are!the!same!as!for! the! excitatory! network! with! the! following! exceptions.! Csyn! is! negative! for! inhibitory!synapses.! Network! connectivity! between! inhibitory! neurons! is! random,! excitatory! to!inhibitory! connections!are! local,! and! inhibitory! to!excitatory! connections! target! randomly!the!whole!network!except!the!heterogeneity!itself.!To!identify!to!what!degree!the!excitation!and!inhibition!are!balanced!in!the!network,!we!quantify!the!inhibitory!network!strength!as!a! ratio! of! the! average! inhibitory! synaptic! input! to! average! excitatory! synaptic! input! that!excitatory!neurons!receive!integrated!over!a!3!second!time!window!of!the!simulation.!!
Targeted*Inhibition**














































Neurons!were!driven!with!a!subthreshold!oscillatory!input!with!constant!frequency!and!given!an!additional! subthreshold! current! step!10! seconds! into! the! simulation! to! shift!their!resonance.!To!quantify!the!onset!of!firing,!we!calculated!the!average!firing!rate!over!a!moving! time!window!of!500!ms.!Similar! results!were!observed! for!250!and!750!ms! timeCwindows.!
!
5.3(Results(To!explore!this!pattern!separation!mechanism!in!the!brain!context,!we!investigated!maximally! reduced! neuronal! networks! fitting! the! above! criteria.! Namely,! we! constructed!networks! composed! of! 400! ResonateCandCFire! neurons49.! These! neurons! are! essentially!damped!oscillators!that!emit!an!action!potential!when!the!voltage!reaches!a!threshold.! ! In!addition,! the!neurons!have!a!current!dependent! resonance! frequency!and!are!driven!by!a!weak!(subCthreshold)!external!oscillatory!current!(see!methods!section!5.2).!
We! impose! the! experimentally! observed! voltage! dependent! resonance! frequency!shift50,54,55!by!Eq.!(5.2),!(see!methods!section!5.2)!and!observe!the!resonance!phenomena!as!we!vary!the!driving!frequency!of!the!subCthreshold!oscillatory!input!current!(Fig.!5.1).!The!firing! frequency! of! neurons! preferentially! increases!when! the! driving! frequency!matches!the! resonance! frequency!of! the!neuron.!The! cells! shift! their! resonance! in! response! to! the!applied! current! input! (Fig! 5.1a).! In! a! network,! this! additional! current! input! to! a! single!neuron! can! arise! from! coCactivation! of! the! neurons! having! higher! synaptic! coupling.!We!refer! to! regions! of! the! network! containing! additional! synaptic! connectivity! as! network!heterogeneities.!Neurons!within!network!heterogeneities! receive!additional! subCthreshold!
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current!input!from!their!synaptic!connections.!This!current!shifts!the!resonance!frequencies!of! neurons! within! the! heterogeneity! to! higher! frequencies! (Fig.! 5.1b),! separating! the!response! frequencies! of! the! heterogeneity! from! rest! of! the! network! (Fig.! 5.1c),! and! thus!allowing!for!selective!activation!of!the!heterogeneity!for!matching!driving!frequencies!(Fig.!5.1d).!Thus,!even!though!all!neurons!in!the!network!are!driven!with!the!same!subCthreshold!oscillatory!input!current!representing!ongoing!brain!rhythms,!the!resonance!frequency!shift!allows!higher!connectivity!regions! to!separate!out! from!the!rest!of!network! in! their! firing!rate!profiles.!!
Figure!5.1c!depicts! the!network!wide!resonance!curves!(i.e.!mean! firing! frequency!within! the! given! neural! population)! when! there! is! no! cellular! resonance! frequency! shift!(δ=0)! and! with! current! dependent! resonance! frequency! shift! (δ=40)! for! two! different!coupling!strengths!(coupling!multipliers!σ=1!and!σ=4,!please!refer!to!methods!section).!We!observe!a!significant!shift!of!the!network!response!towards!higher!driving!frequencies!with!increased!coupling!strength,!when!the!neuronal!resonance!frequency!is!currentCdependent.!At! the! same! time! the! shape! of! the! resonance! curves! changes! significantly,! and! can! be!understood! by! considering! the! distribution! of! resonance! frequencies! in! the! network.! The!response! of! the! network! region!with! lower! coupling! is! narrower! but! taller! indicating,! on!one!hand,!higher!response!specificity!to!the!frequency!of!the!driving!oscillation,!and!at!the!same!time!an!increased!network!response!magnitude!in!terms!of!an!elevated!mean!network!firing! frequency.! This! is! due! to! the! fact! the! variance! in! the! resonance! frequencies! of! the!network!of!neurons! increases!significantly!with!network!coupling!strength! (error!bars!on!Fig.! 5.1b)! because! of! the! higher! variability! in! the! total! input! the! neurons! receive.! This! in!turn!causes!some!neurons!to!be!in!resonance!with!the!driving!current!while!others!remain!out! of! resonance,! which! makes! the! network! response! as! a! whole! change! gradually! and!
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achieve! lower! overall! values.! The! network! achieves! maximal! response! when! the! driving!frequency!matches!the!resonance!frequency!of!most!neurons!in!the!network.!This!variation!in!the!resonance!frequencies!of!neurons!in!the!network!also!explains!the!asymmetry!in!the!resonance!peak.!When!the!driving!frequency!is!high!there!are!fewer!neurons!that!resonate!with!the!driving!oscillatory!current!(note!the!widest!distribution!of!resonance!frequencies!is! at! the! falling! phase! of! the! network! resonance! curve,! Fig.! 5.1b).! Their! number! quickly!increases!as!the!driving!frequency!is!lowered.!For!intermediate!values!of!driving!frequency!there!is!a!finite!pool!of!neurons!that!resonate!and!activate!the!networkCwide!response.!!!
This! separation! mechanism! is! robust! across! a! wide! range! of! parameters.! We!quantified! the! separation!mechanism!with! two!metrics,! the!peakCtoCpeak!distance!ΔP!and!the!resonance!firing!frequency!difference!ΔF!(please!refer!to!Figure!5.1c).!We!explored!the!separation!of!network!activation!for!various!network!connectivity!strengths!as!a!function!of!the! network! topology,! strength! and! frequency! of! external! oscillatory! current,! noise! level!and!magnitude!of!activity!dependent!resonance!shift.!The!network!topology!is!varied!using!the!small!world!network!paradigm136,!with!additional!network!heterogeneities!added!in!the!coupling!weight!within!neuronal!subgroups!of!the!network.!!
To! better! understand! the! workings! of! the! proposed! mechanism,! we! quantify! the!signal!separation,!both!ΔP!and!ΔF,! for!various!system!parameters!(Fig!5.2).!To! investigate!the!sole!effect!of!synaptic!strength!on!signal!separation!for!different!simulation!parameters,!we! eliminated! the! connections! between! the! heterogeneity! and! the! rest! of! the! network,!which!we! refer! to! as!disconnected!networks.! For!both!metrics! (ΔP!and!ΔF),! values! above!zero!denote! significant! separation;! all! error!bars! represent!1! standard!error!of! the!mean,!and! all!means! are! averaged!over! 4! simulations.!As! expected,! the!peakCtoCpeak! separation!increases!with!larger!values!of!the!resonance!frequency!shift!δ!(not!shown).!Both!measures!
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report!separations!of!several!Hz!for!varying!values!of!δ.!Results!presented!in!Figure!5.2!are!for! disconnected! networks,! therefore! the! effects! on! separation! are! due! to! disparate!connectivity! strengths! alone.! The! separation! mechanism! is! not! limited! to! particular!resonance!frequencies!of!the!neurons.!However,!the!measures!report!weaker!separation!at!higher! resonance! frequencies! (Fig! 5.2a).! The! peakCtoCpeak! distance! increases! while! the!resonance! firing! frequency! difference! decreases! (Fig! 5.2b,! c)! for! higher! coupling! weight!within! the!network!heterogeneity!or!higher!driving!noise.!The! first! is!due! to! the! fact! that!both!of!these!quantities!provide!additional!activity!levels!(or!current)!to!recipient!neurons!increasingly! shifting! their! resonant! frequency! away! from! the! baseline.! However! since!neurons! can! have! a! variable! number! of! inputs,! stronger! coupling! increases! the! spread! of!instantaneous!resonance!frequencies,!which!widens!but!reduces!the!height!of!the!resonance!peak.! We! have! also! investigated! the! size! of! the! external! oscillatory! current! required! to!observe! signal! separation.! We! report! its! magnitude! (Fig! 5.2d)! as! a! ratio! to! a! minimal!constant!threshold!current!needed!to!generate!a!spike.!Robust!signal!separation!appears!for!oscillatory! amplitude! as! low! as! 0.1! of! the! threshold! current,! well! within! those! observed!experimentally130,137!(Fig!5.2d).!!
We! then! investigated! how! the! signal! separation! changes! for! two! interconnected!regions!as!a!function!of!the!network!topology!and!the!number!of!connections!(Fig.!5.3).!We!vary! the! network! topology! from! local! to! random! coupling! by! changing! the! connection!rewiring!probability136.!We!find!that!this!separation!mechanism!is!effective!across!various!network!connectivity!parameters.!Both!separation!measures!are!only!marginally!influenced!by!the!rewiring!probability,!showing!a!small!decrease!of!separation!for!increasingly!random!networks.!!This!is!due!to!the!fact!that!for!more!random!networks!there!are!relatively!fewer!connections! within! the! functional! subgroups! while! the! subgroups! are! more! tightly!
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interconnected.!At!the!same!time,!peakCtoCpeak!separation!increases!for!a!higher!radius!of!connectivity,! as! it! provides! additional! input! variance! between! the! neurons! within! the!heterogeneity!and!outside!of!it.!!
The! above! results! indicate! that! we! see! a! robust! separation! in! the! frequency!response!of!the!neurons!forming!the!network!heterogeneity!from!the!rest!of!the!network.!It!has! been! shown! that! hippocampal! memory! formation! both! in! animals! and! humans! is!accompanied!by!increased!power!in!the!theta!band!oscillation!as!well!as!phase!coherence!of!neuronal! activity! with! oscillations! at! that! frequency133–135.! We! hypothesize! that! the!experimentally! observed! increase! in! power,! for! example! of! theta! during! memory!consolidation,! as! well! as! the! increased! phase! coherence! of! neuronal! activities! with! that!band,!can!be!explained!by!our!resonance!readout!mechanism,!as!it! is!well!established!that!the!resonating!oscillators!lock!to!driving!oscillatory!signals138.!To!that!effect!we!investigated!the!difference!in!the!power!spectrum!of!the!average!activity!within!and!outside!of!network!heterogeneities.! We! compared! the! power! spectrum! of! the! average! activity! within! the!network! heterogeneity! to! the! rest! of! the! network! and! found! a! notable! increase! in! power!when!the!driving!oscillation!is! in!resonance!with!the!network!heterogeneity!(Fig!5.4a).!To!better! understand! the! increase! of! power! around! the! driving! frequency,! we! measured!changes!in!the!phase!locking!between!the!neurons!within!and!outside!of!the!heterogeneity!as! a! function! of! driving! frequency.! To! quantify! the! phase! locking! we! computed! the!instantaneous! phase! of! the! network! activity.! Using! the! phase! difference! between! the!network! activity! and! the! subCthreshold! driving! oscillation,!we! calculated! the!Mean! Phase!Coherence!(MPC)139,!and!found!a!substantial!increase!in!mean!phase!coherence!between!the!driving!oscillation!and!the!heterogeneity!at! its!resonant!peak!(Fig!5.4b).!Here!we!depicted!the!mean!phase!coherence!as!a!function!of!the!driving!frequency!for!the!heterogeneity!(blue!
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line),!for!the!rest!of!the!network!(green!line),!and!for!the!difference!between!the!two!(black!line).! We! observe! that! the! mean! phase! coherence! between! the! network! firing! and! the!driving!oscillation!is!relatively!highest!at!the!raising!phase!of!the!network!resonance!curve!peaks!for!both!the!heterogeneity!and!the!rest!of!the!network.!Thus!the!proposed!resonance!frequency!shift!mechanism!separates!out!the!cell!activities!within!a!network!heterogeneity!for!a!significant!range!of!driving!frequencies! in!both!their! firing!rate!and!phase!coherence!with! ongoing! oscillations.! It! is! interesting! to! note! that! the! mean! phase! coherence! drops!rapidly!on!the!falling!phase!of!the!resonance!curve.!This!again!can!be!attributed!to!the!large!heterogeneity! in! cellular! resonance! frequencies,! with! relatively! few! neurons! driving! the!networkCwide!response.!
We!have!shown!that!current!dependent!resonance!shifts!can!separate!out!regions!of!a! network!with! higher! coupling! in! both! their! firing! frequency! and! phase! locking! to! subCthreshold!oscillatory!input.!We!then!investigated!the!response!time!of!the!network!to!new!patterns! of! input! in! order! to! understand! how! long! the! network! takes! to! form! separated!representations! in! response! to! shifting! resonances.! Here! the! timescale! is! set! by! the!frequency! of! the! oscillatory! input! and! can! potentially! be! directly! compared! with!experimental! findings! measuring! response! time! to! the! incoming! stimulus140–142.! We!investigated!the!timescale!of!pattern!formation!by!observing!the!response!time!required!to!reach!the!significantly!elevated!firing!rates!observed!in!the!resonance!curves.!Specifically,!to!probe!this!onset!time!of!enhanced!resonant! firing,!we!applied!an!additional!subCthreshold!current! input!during! the! simulation!and!measured! the! time!delay!between! this! input! and!the!significant!change!(see!methods!section!5.2)!in!neuronal!firing!rate!(solid!black!lines!in!Fig! 5.5).! As! before,! we! simulated! the! subCnetworks! having! two! strengths! of! coupling!constants!σ.!We!found!that!the!response!time!critically!depends!on!the!relative!position!(in!
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frequency! space)! of! driving! frequency!with! respect! to!network! resonant! curve! (Fig!5.5a).!The! network! response! time! to! the! external! input! on! the! rising! portion! of! the! resonance!curve!(Fig!5.5b)! is!significantly! faster! than!on! the! falling!portions!(Fig!5.5c,d).!The!shifted!resonance! curve!of! the!heterogeneity! (high!σ)! relative! to! the! rest! of! the!network! (low!σ)!results! in! the! rise! and! decline! portions! of! their! resonance! curves! to! occur! for! different!driving! frequencies.! Therefore,! we! observe! that! for! driving! frequencies! where! the!resonance!curves!overlap!(Fig!5.5c)!and!the!neurons!in!the!heterogeneity!are!on!the!upward!sloping!portion!of!their!resonance!and!the!neurons!outside!of!the!heterogeneity!are!on!the!downward!portion,!the!response!times!are!widely!different.!(Fig!5.5c!inset).!!
This!variation!in!the!timescale!for!response!times!can!be!explained!by!the!behavior!of! the! network’s! mean! phase! coherence! at! different! driving! frequencies,! and! by! the!resonance!frequency!distribution.!When!the!mean!phase!coherence!is!large!and!a!significant!number!of!neurons!are!active!(i.e.!they!are!in!resonance),!even!a!small!perturbation!in!the!current! input! drives! a! rapid! network! response,! as! the! active! neurons! synchronously!respond! to! perturbation.! Here! the! response! happens! within! a! single! cycle! of! the! driving!oscillation.!However,! if! the!neurons! are! largely!desynchronized! the! rapid! response! to! the!current! perturbation! is! not! observed! and! the! slow! drift! in! the! network! response! can! be!attributed!to!slow!changes!in!the!average!cellular!resonance!frequencies!due!to!the!current!input.! This! large! variation! in! the! response! times! potentially! provides! an! additional!mechanism!of!signal!separation.!!
We! have! shown! a! potential! mechanism! for! ensemble! activation! in! simplified!excitatory! only! networks.! However,! inhibition! can! potentially! play! an! important! role! in!further! separating! the! activity! of! the! functionally!disparate!network! regions.!To! illustrate!this!we! formed! and! coupled! an! additional! network! of! 400! inhibitory! IntegrateCandCFire65!
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neurons! to! the!existing!excitatory!network!such! that! the!activity!of! the!heterogeneity!and!rest! of! the! network! are! mutually! inhibitory.! We! varied! the! strength! of! the! inhibitory!coupling!and!found!that!inhibition!enhances!the!separation!between!the!activated!patterns!(Fig! 5.6).! This! effect! is! not! surprising! as! the! inhibitory! neurons! are! activated! by! the!corresponding! resonating! excitatory! population! and! inhibit! other! excitatory! neurons,!driving!their!resonance!frequencies!away!from!the!driving!frequency!at!the!same!time.!To!quantify! the! strength! of! inhibition! in! relation! to! the! strength! of! excitation,! we! show! the!separation!between!activated!patterns!as!a!function!of!the!ratio!of!the!mean!total!inhibitory!to! excitatory! inputs! that! the! cells! receive! over! time.! The! ratio! of! one! corresponds! to! a!balanced!network!(Fig!5.6).!!!!!!
Inhibition!can!play!additional,!critical!role!within!this!framework.!For!the!resonance!frequency!shift!mechanism!to!be!a!general!coding!strategy,!it!has!to!be!successfully!applied!to! separate! multiple! competing! neuronal! representations.! We! show! that! separate!heterogeneities! can! be! selectively! activated! and! dynamically! switched! through! the! use! of!targeted!lateral! inhibition!(see!methods!section!5.2).!Excitatory!neurons!within!competing!heterogeneities!mutually!inhibit!each!other!so!that!activation!of!one!heterogeneity!shifts!the!resonance!of!another!heterogeneity!away!from!the!frequency!of!driving!oscillation.!Figure!5.7! shows!an!example!network!with! two!heterogeneities!of! identically! enhanced! synaptic!coupling!(σ=4).! In! this!case,! the!heterogeneities!do!not!overlap!and!share!basic!excitatory!connectivity!(σ=1)!between!each!other!and!across!the!rest!of!the!network.!In!addition,!there!are!targeted!inhibitory!connections!originating!at!one!heterogeneity!and!targeting!neurons!in!the!other!heterogeneity.!SubCthreshold!input!applied!to!a!subset!of!neurons!within!each!heterogeneity! selectively! enhances! the! firing! rate! in! that! heterogeneity,! but! no! enhanced!firing!occurs!when!input!is!applied!to!regions!of!the!network!outside!of!either!heterogeneity!
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(Fig!5.7a,b).!Thus,!the!heterogeneities!can!be!selectively!and!dynamically!activated.!Similar!strategy!(targeted!inhibition)!can!be!applied!to!multiple!and!overlapping!representations.!!!
The! resonance! shift! mechanism! not! only! selectively! activates! competing!heterogeneities,! but! also! dynamically! controls! switching! the! activation! between!heterogeneities.! Activation! of! one! heterogeneity! blocks! the! activation! of! the! other! in! a!winner! takes!all! fashion!(Fig.!5.7c).!We!change! the! fraction!of!stimulated!neurons!(i.e.! the!neurons!are!driven!with!additional!subCthreshold!dc!current)!in!heterogeneity!2,!while!the!number! of! stimulated! neurons! in! heterogeneity! 1! remains! constant! (Fig.! 5.7c,d).! The!heterogeneity! 1! remains! activated! without! significant! change! until! the! number! of!stimulated!neurons!in!heterogeneity!2!exceeds!that!of!heterogeneity!1.!At!that!time!there!is!a! rapid! switch! in! activation! between! the! heterogeneities! as! heterogeneity! 1! completely!deactivates! while! heterogeneity! 2! is! fully! activated.! Thus,! resonance! shifts! facilitated! by!targeted!inhibitory!coupling!can!separate!network!activity!patterns!and!dynamically!switch!between! activated! network! regions! through! subCthreshold! input! bias.! Finally,! in! Figure!5.7d,!we!show!that!these!results!are!robust!against!independent!network!realizations.!!
Finally,! we! show! that! the! neuronal! representation! can! also! be! distributed!throughout! the! network! and! the! resonance! frequency! shift! can! act! as! a! feature! binding!mechanism!for!such!a!distributed!representation.!We!illustrate!how!such!a!representation!can! be! formed! based! on! external! input! and! easily! retrieved! based! on! intrinsic! network!dynamics! (Fig! 5.8).! Initially,! for! a! network! with! no! additional! coupling! (i.e.! no! stored!memory),!a!small!additional!subCthreshold!current!bias!is!given!to!a!population!of!neurons!spatially! distributed! in! the! network.! The! source! of! this! additional! current! could! be!activation! from! sensory! input.! This! current! shifts! the! resonance! frequency! of! neurons!receiving!the!additional!current! into!resonance!with!the!driving!oscillation!(Fig!5.8a).!The!
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distributed! population! is! activated,! forming! a! functionally! correlated! ensemble.! Learning!rules!can!strengthen!these!connections!creating!a!structural!heterogeneity!that!can!later!be!reactivated!with!the!same!resonance!frequency!shift!mechanism!when!no!biasing!current!is!present.! We! heuristically! show! the! effect! by! artificially! strengthening! the! connectivity!between!the!same!neuronal!populations!(Fig!5.8b).!
5.4(Discussion(It!has!long!been!assumed!that!input!from!our!sensory!environment!affects!neuronal!activity,!which!alters!the!strength!of!the!synaptic!connections!between!neurons,!forming!an!interactive!feedback!between!network!structure!and!its!activity!patterns.!However,!little!is!known! about! how! large! scale! network! activity! results! from! modifications! in! neuronal!coupling! strength! and! network! connectivity,! or! the! role! of! oscillations! in! information!processing.! Here!we! provide! a! robust!mechanism! for! spatial! temporal! pattern! formation!and! separation! based! on! the! interaction! of! resonance! phenomena! in! individual! neurons,!large!scale!oscillatory!rhythms,!and!heterogeneities!in!network!connectivity.!
We!demonstrated!that!regions!of!higher!coupling!can!provide!additional!current!to!neurons! within! a! network! heterogeneity,! shifting! their! resonance! curves! and! leading! to!differential! activation! properties! in! their! firing! frequency! and! phase! locking! with!dynamically!changing!subCthreshold!input.!In!addition,!the!fast!response!times!of!the!model!networks!to!dynamically!shifting!resonances!is!similar!to!the!timescales!for!enhanced!firing!frequencies!observed!in!the!brain!during!pattern!identification!tasks140–142.!!!
These!networks!do!not!need!to!be!limited!to!excitatory!connections!only;!in!fact!the!separation! mechanism! is! enhanced! by! interactions! with! inhibitory! neurons,! which! can!allow! for! separation! and! switched! between! multiple! representations.! The! described!
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mechanism! works! well! within! known! biological! constraints! of! the! brain129,130! and!reproduces! a! number! of! experimental! findings! in! terms! of! neuronal! dynamics! during!memory!retrieval133–135.!!
Until! now! two,! to! some! extent! competing,! population! coding! strategies! have!been!proposed:! rate143! and! spikeCtiming! (synchrony)! dependent47,124,144! coding! mechanisms.!Neuronal! activity! patterns! indicative! of! both! of! these! schemes!have!been!observed.!RateCcoding! is!generally!easy! to!explain!and! intuitive! to!understand!as!greater!supraCthreshold!input! can! provide! higher! frequency! rates.! While! understanding! of! the! spikeCtiming!dependent! mechanisms! underlying! the! formation! of! content! dependent,! network! wide,!brief,!and!synchronous!population!bursts!remains!elusive.!It!is!also!unclear!how!rate!coding!can! provide! the! content! dependent,! dynamic! pattern! separation40! needed! for! brain!information!processing.!!
The! mechanism! that! we! propose,! based! on! subCthreshold! input! dependent!resonance! frequency! shift,! provides! the! theoretical! solution! to! these! inconsistencies! and,!furthermore,! it! links! the! two!coding!mechanisms! together.!Neurons! that! are! in! resonance!with!a!given!input!oscillation!will!fire!with!higher!frequency!rates!and!also!will!phase!lock!to! the! oscillation,! generating! increased! synchrony! among! themselves.! Thus! an! input!dependent! resonance! frequency! shift! provides! means! for! dynamic! content! dependent!grouping!in!frequency!as!well!as!phase!domains.!!
While! it!clearly!remains!to!be!seen!whether!this!mechanism!plays!a!role! in!brain’s!information!processing,! in! general! it! is! not! limited! to! biological! neuronal! networks! but! it!provides!a!universal!dynamical!mechanism!for!information!processing!that!can!be!applied!to!any!network!with!oscillatory!nodes.!
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Figure! 5.1.! Intrinsic! resonance! frequency! shifts! is! based! on! current! input! and! allows! for! selective!activation! of! regions! of! a! network.! (a)! Single! RF! neuron! firing! frequency! response! to! varying!additional! external! current! (Isub)! and! driving! frequency! of! subCthreshold! current! input.! (b)! The!average!resonance! frequency!ω! in!a!network!with!(blue)!and!without! (black)!resonance! frequency!shift! (δ=40! and! δ=0,! respectively).! A! subCnetwork! (dashed! lines)! with! additional! coupling! from!synaptic!multiplier! (σ=4),! has! a! shifted! average! resonance! frequency! from! neurons! outside! of! the!heterogeneity!(solid!line).!!(c)!Resonance!curves!of!network!firing!across!driving!frequencies,!shows!a! shift! in! resonance! for! the! network! heterogeneity! (σ=4).! For! nonCoscillatory! current! input! (A=0),!resonance! is! abolished.! (d)! Example! raster! plot! of! network! activity! for! subCthreshold! driving!frequency!of!20!Hz.!A!subset!of!the!network,!Neurons!1C200,!have!an!enhanced!coupling!multiplier!of!σ=4!and!are!selectively!activated!by!the!subCthreshold!oscillatory!input.!
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Figure!5.2.!Robustness!of!the!resonance!based!separation!mechanism!as!a!function!of!various!system!parameters! for! disconnected! networks.! Separation! of! signals! is! characterized! with! peak! to! peak!distance!ΔP!(solid! lines)!and!normalized! firing! frequency!difference!ΔF!(dashed! lines)! for!changing!intrinsic! cellular! resonance! frequencies! ωo! (a),! additional! coupling! weight! σ! (b),! noise! (c),! and!amplitude!of!subCthreshold!oscillatory!current!A!(d).! !For!both!ΔP!and!ΔF!values!above!zero!denote!significant!separation.!!!
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Figure! 5.3.! The! influence! of! network! topology! on! separation! measures! for! connected! network!clusters.! (a)!Peak! to!peak!separation!ΔP!(solid! lines)! increases! for! larger!connectivity!radius!R.! (B)!Signal!separation!as!a!function!of!network!topology!(rewiring!parameter!p).!!!!!!!
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Figure!5.4.!Total!activity!within!heterogeneity!shows!separation!in!frequency!content!and!increased!phase! coherence! with! the! subCthreshold! driving! oscillation! when! in! resonance.! (a)! Difference! in!power!of!total!network!activity!(heterogeneity!–!outside!heterogeneity)!shows!a!peak!in!the!power!spectrum! for! resonant! frequency! of! driving! oscillation! (marked! with! *! in! fig.1).! (b)! Difference! in!Mean!Phase!Coherence!between!subCthreshold!oscillatory!input!and!the!activity!signal!formed!within!(blue)!and!outside!(green)!the!heterogeneity.!
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Figure! 5.5.! Response! time! to! current! induced! resonance! shift.! a)! Example! resonance! curves! for! a!network!after!additional!current!input!begins!10!seconds!into!the!simulation.!The!current!input!shifts!the! resonance! frequency! of! the! neurons! as! marked! by! the! arrows.! (bCd)! response! times! of! the!network!depicted!on! (a)!16!Hz! (b),!18.5!Hz! (c),! and!21!Hz! (d).! Solid!black! line!marks! the!onset!of!additional! subCthreshold! current.! The! average! instantaneous! firing! rate! over! time! is! plotted! for!neurons!within!and!outside!of! the!network!heterogeneity! (σ=4!and!σ=1,! respectively)!and!also! for!nonCoscillatory!current! input! (A=0).!The! inset! in! (c)! shows! the!magnified! timescale!of! firing!onset.!Black!dashed!lines!mark!5!standard!deviations!above!the!baseline!firing!rate.! !All! firing!rate!curves!are!averaged!over!4!simulations.!
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Figure!5.6.!Firing!rate!difference!ΔF!(dashed!line)!and!the!peakCtoCpeak!distance!ΔP!(solid!line)!as!a!function! of! inhibitory! coupling! strength.! Inhibitory! network! strength! is! shown! as! a! ratio! of! the!inhibitory! synaptic! input! to! excitatory! synaptic! input! (see!methods).!The! separation!mechanism! is!enhanced! for! networks! in! the! balanced! state! (Inhib/Excit! input! ratio! =! 1),! and! also! for! larger!inhibitory!to!excitatory!input!ratios,!even!with!weaker!resonance!frequency!shift!(results!shown!are!for!δ!=!10).!Values!for!Inhib/Excit! input!ratio!are!given!for!the!peak!of!the!resonance!curve!(18!Hz!driving!frequency).!!
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Figure! 5.7.! Resonance! Frequency! shift! mechanism! can! selectively! activate! multiple! competing!heterogeneities!through!lateral!inhibition.!(a)!Example!raster!plot!shows!selective!switching!between!heterogeneities! for! a! driving! frequency! of! 25.5! Hz.! Neurons! with! IDs! 50! to! 150! belong! to! one!heterogeneity,!while!neurons!with!IDs!250!to!350!are!in!a!second!heterogeneity.!Between!5!and!15!seconds!of!the!simulation!heterogeneity!1!is!shifted!into!resonance!with!subCthreshold!input!applied!a! randomly! chosen! subset! of! 50%! of! neurons! in! that! heterogeneity.! Similarly,! Heterogeneity! 2! is!shifted!into!resonance!with!subCthreshold!input,!between!20!and!30!seconds!of!the!simulation.!As!a!control,! a! region!outside!of! both!heterogeneities! (IDs!150! to!250)! receives! identical! subCthreshold!input! between! 35! and! 45! seconds! in! the! simulation,! and! results! in! no! enhanced! firing! rate.! (b)!Corresponding!firing!rate!responses!of!regions!of!the!network!to!subCthreshold!input!shows!multiple!heterogeneities! can! be! selectively! activated.! (c)! Targeted! inhibition! can! dynamically! and! rapidly!switch!activation!between!heterogeneities.!Heterogeneity!1!is!activated!by!subCthreshold!stimulation!of!50%!of!neurons!belonging!to!that!heterogeneity;!the!xCaxis!denotes!the!percentage!of!stimulated!cells! in! second! heterogeneity.! The! activation! of! heterogeneities! switches! rapidly! as! number! of!stimulated! neurons! in! heterogeneity! 2! grows.! (d)! Same! as! (c)! averaged! over! four! network!representations,!and!error!bars!represent!1!standard!error!of!the!mean.!!Example!shown!for!driving!frequency!of!21.5!Hz.!!
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! Neurons!and!glia!are!embedded!and!interconnected!in!complex!networks.!Networks!of!interacting!components!can!self!organize!to!form!complex!macroscopic!processes,!which!emerge! from! local! interactions!between! individual!network!components.!The! interactions!between! neurons! through! synaptic! connections! are! dynamic! and! activity! dependent.!Chemical!transmitter!release!from!neurons!can!interact!with!astroctyes,!particular!types!of!glia,! through! activation! of! calcium! signaling.! In! turn,! calcium! signaling! can! activate!gliotransmission,! which! allows! astrocytes! to! interact! with! both! neurons! and! other!astrocytes,! in! addition! to! the! direction! gap! junction! coupling! between! astrocytes.!We! see!that!the!brain!is!composed!of!large!numbers!of!interacting!components,!whose!coordination!and! pattern! formation! underlies! the! emergent! phenomena! of! brain! function.! This!dissertation!focuses!on!the!interactions!that!can!link!activity!patterns!across!microscopic!to!macroscopic!scales,!facilitating!the!emergence!of!brain!function.!I!investigated!mechanisms!that! can! couple! and! coordinate! collections! of! neurons! in! their! patterns! of! activity,!potentially!causing!interactions!across!spatial!and!temporal!scales,!which!can!underlie!the!powerful!computational!capabilities!that!emerge!in!the!brain.!!
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My!work!explored!the!coordination!of!network!dynamics!through!pattern!formation!and! synchrony! in! both! experiments! and! simulations.! Experimentally,! I! showed! how!networks! of! astrocytes! form! interconnected! networks! in! the! brain! coupled! via! gap!junctions.! In!Chapter! III,!we! investigated!modes!of! communication!of! astrocytes! in!mixed!networks!of!glia!and!neurons.!To!do!so,!we!imaged!astrocyte!calcium!activity!and!quantified!how!perturbing! the! coupling!between! astrocytes! influences! astrocytic! activity!patterns! in!cultured! networks.! We! reproduced! the! observed! properties! of! the! network! calcium!patterning!and!perturbations!with!a!simple!model!that!incorporates!the!two!mechanisms!of!astrocyte!communication:!gap!junction!coupling!(active!coupling)!and!diffusive!coupling!of!extracellular! chemical! release! (passive! coupling).! We! showed! that! gap! junctions! and!extracellular! chemical! release! interact! in! astrocyte! networks! to! modulate! the! spatial!temporal!patterns!of!their!calcium!dynamics.!
Chapter!IV!investigated!how!glial!cells!modulate!neuronal!dynamics!and!synchrony,!through! quantifying! the! spontaneous! spiking! patterns! of! neurons! in! dissociated! rat!hippocampal! cultures.! We! studied! cultures! that! were! grown! in! two! conditions:! the! first!supporting! glial! cell! growth! (high! glial! group),! and! the! second! one! inhibiting! it! (low! glial!group).! We! performed! structural! network! studies! as! well! as! investigated! the! spatioCtemporal!activity!patterns!of!the!neurons.!!Differences!in!dynamics!between!the!two!groups!could!be!linked!to!the!impact!of!the!glial!network!on!the!neuronal!network!as!the!cultures!developed.! !We!also! implemented!the!Functional!Clustering!Algorithm!(FCA)!to!obtain!the!resulting!functional!network!structure.!The!FCA!detects!changes!in!functional!structure!that!are!consistent!with!expected!dynamical!differences!due!to!the!impact!of!the!glial!network.!!Cultures!in!the!high!glial!group!showed!an!increase!in!global!synchronization!as!the!cultures!aged,! while! those! in! the! low! glial! group! remained! locally! synchronized.! We! additionally!
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used!the!FCA!to!quantify!the!amount!of!synchronization!present!in!the!cultures!and!showed!that!the!total! level!of!synchronization!in!the!high!glial!group!was!stronger!than!in!the! low!glial!group.! !These!results!suggest!an!interaction!between!the!glial!and!neuronal!networks!present! in! dissociated! cultures,! and! that! glial! networks! influence! the! coordination! and!synchrony!among!populations!of!neurons.!
In!Chapter!V,!I!demonstrated!in!a!computational!model!of!how!biophysical!cellular!properties,! such! as! the! resonance! properties! of! individual! neurons,! interact! with! the!network! topology! to! influence! pattern! formation! and! separation.! We! investigated! a!theoretical!mechanism!for!selective!activation!of!diverse!neural!populations!that!is!based!on!dynamically! shifting! cellular! resonances! in! functionally! or! structurally! coupled! networks.!We!specifically!showed!that!subCthreshold!neuronal!depolarization!from!synaptic!coupling!or!external!input!can!shift!neurons!into!and!out!of!resonance!with!specific!bands!of!existing!extracellular! oscillations,! and! this! can! act! as! a! dynamic! readout! mechanism! during!information!storage!and!retrieval.!!
We!found!that!this!mechanism!is!robust!and!suggest!it!as!a!general!coding!strategy!to! facilitate! the!emergence!of! the!computational!abilities! in! the!brain.!The!resonance!shift!mechanism!supports!both! rate!and! temporal!neural! coding!schemes.!The!mechanism!was!able! to! separate! assemblies! in! both! their! firing! rate! and! their! coherence!with! the!driving!oscillation.! In! addition,! the! mechanism! separated! assemblies! spatially! by! their! enhanced!connectivity!domains!and!temporally!in!their!timescale!to!form!elevated!firing!rate!patterns.!!
Mechanisms!that!can!couple!and!coordinate!collections!of!neurons!in!their!patterns!of!activity!can!potentially!cause!interactions!across!spatial!and!temporal!scales.!Due!to!their!ability!to!interact!and!modulate!neurons!and!their!synaptic!connections,!we!investigated!the!
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